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Vagina Monologues hit campus 
By Marie Chiche 
INI   60   NIWS 
Last nighl was Ihe last possible 
day for students to see the Vagina 
Monologues, a University pro- 
duction at the Bowen Thompson 
Student Union Ballroom. 
The Vagina Monologues was 
played three times at the 
University, Sunday to Tuesday, 
attracting very large audiences, It 
was the first time that Hie Vagina 
Monologues was performed at 
the University. 
According to Mamie Sullivan, a 
graduate assistant involved with 
the production, the show has 
been almost sold out every night. 
She said 250 seats were added 
afier the first night, making the 
total seats 750. 
The play featured a cast of 26 
women, and more than 40 peo- 
ple were involved in the produc- 
tion. Those involved in ihe play 
came from different back- 
grounds and had different rea- 
sons for wanting to be part of the 
show. 
"I was finishing my prelimi- 
nary exam," said lanlce Gcma, 
cast member and a graduate 
assistant. "I got an e-mail about 
the auditions, and it has been a 
long time since 1 had done the- 
ater. And 1 felt, Why not?" 
For Mary Retort-George, cast 
member, assistant director and 
costume designer, (he play gave 
her the occasion to share her 
experience as a new mother. She 
added her own monologue to the 
play, called "My Vagina is a 
Freeway" Retort -George said that 
Nancy Kennedy, the play director, 
originally asked her if she was 
interested in writing and per- 
forming a monologue about 
being a new mother because 
there was nothing about that 
subject in the play. Retort-George 
added that it was what really 
sparked her interest in doing the 
show. 
"The only feedback I've heard 
has been really positive," said 
Retort-George. "They agreed the 
show really needed it and that it 
added to it." 
For other cast members, their 
involvement had to do with being 
able to stand for what they 
believed in. 
"I was familiar with it (The 
Vagina Monologues) from when I 
used to teach Women Studies," 
said Sandy Mcncer, a cast mem- 
ber. "I just think it's important, 
especially on university campus- 
es, for students to be exposed to 
art or theater or anything like that 
that is very open and accepting of 
women." 
"For me, it means being able to 
walk the talk," she added. "To be 
able to really stand up for what I 
believe in." 
For those women, being part of 
the Vagina Monologue was an 
important experience. 
"It's been wonderful to meet all 
these women from across the 
University," Gerna said. "The 
script by itself has sparked a lot of 
discussion among the cast and 
the audience members." 
"It's personally very empower- 
ing, and I feel as I am helping to 
empower other women," Retort - 
George said. "I hope I am helping 
men to understand women bel- 
ter." 
Cast members also said that 
the play was here to make people 
think and understand women's 
issues better. 
"I think it's brought to the 
University a forum to discuss 
important things that aren't easily 
discussed otherwise," Gerda said. 





By Karishma Anik 
IHE 8G NEWS *" 
Applying to graduate school 
can be a much tougher and 
longer process than the applica- 
tion process for undergraduate 
school. All prospective applicants 
must take standardized tests 
according to what career area 
they are interested in pursuing. 
for most master's degree pro- 
grams, only the GRE (Graduate 
Record Examination) is needed. 
Law school requires the LSAT, 
and medical school requires the 
MCATs. For managment or busi- 
ness degrees, the GMATs are 
needed. All international stu- 
dents are also required to take the 
TOEFL, which tests their English 
as a foreign language. 
Most schools require a mini- 
mum grade point average to be 
admitted. Chris Spence, a 
Graduate Student Services coun- 
selor at the University, says that if 
a student's grades are below the 
minimum requirement, that stu- 
dent might still be admitted. 
"They might be admitted on a 
conditional basis if they receive a 
grade of B or better in the first 
GRADS. PAGE 2 
PHAT TUESDAY 
Associated Press Photo 
FRENCH QUARTER FOLLY: Floats in the Rex parade proceed down St. Charles Ave. during the annual Mardi Gras festival yesterday. 
New Orleans' 
Mardi Gras festivities 
take on patriotic flair 
along with traditional 
purple, green & gold 
By Mary Foster 
!Nt ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEWORlJiANS — Mardi Gras 
revelers who filled the streets of 
New Orleans' French Quartet 
added a patriotic twist to the 
debauchery Tuesday, mixing red, 
white and blue with the tradi- 
tional purple, green and gold of 
Carnival. 
On Bourbon Street, strings of 
beads — including new red, 
white and blue necklaces — 
rained down on young women 
who bared their breasts. 
"I got the really good beads," 
bragged )oe Chin, 23, of Miami. 
"I know it's cold, but girls are still 
happy to show them for these 
babies." 
National Guardsmen 
patrolled Mardi Gras for the first 
time, but police said the only 
direct response to the terrorism 
alert issued by the FBI on 
Monday was the posting of the 
suspected terrorists' photos at 
police stations. 
"Why would terrorists want to 
break up such a good party?" 
said Tommy Mitchell, 31, of San 
Francisco, who wore only a grass 
skirt and American flag pasties 
PARTY, PAGE 2 
Big break in Pearl case 
Associated Press Photo 
CAUGHT: Pakistani police escort persons to High Court yesterday. 
By Kathy Gannon 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KARACHI, Pakistan — Police 
arrested a British-bom Islamic 
militant Tuesday they say mas- 
terminded the kidnapping of 
Wall Street lournal reporter 
Daniel Pearl — the biggest break 
yet in the quest to free him. An 
official close to the investigation 
said the suspect told police Pearl 
is alive. 
Ahmad Omar Saeed Sheikh, 
27, was arrested Tuesday after- 
noon in the eastern city of 
Lahore, according to Tasneem 
Noorani, a senior official of 
Pakistan's Interior Ministry. 
Saeed was expected to be trans- 
ferred to Karachi for further 
questioning. 
Following the arrest, police 
fanned out across this city of 14 
million people, raiding homes of 
suspected Islamic extremists and 
searching settlements along the 
bleak and thinly populated 
Pakistani coast. Police cautioned 
that rescuing Pearl could still 
take time. 
Saeed "is one who is highly 
educated and one who 1 would 
feel is a hard nut to crack," 
Karachi Police Chief Kama I Shah 
said. "I don't think it would be 
very easy to break him straight 
away. It would take time I feel 
before we get all the details about 
Daniel from his interrogation." 
Saeed's capture followed an 
intensive, nationwide manhunt 
and was announced ahead of 
Pakistani President Pervez 
MusharraFs meeting Wednesday 
with President Bush in 
Washington. Musharraf is 
expected to seek U.S. economic 
and political support to help 
combat Muslim extremism in 
this predominantly Islamic 
country of 147 million people. 
The Pearl kidnapping has 
been an embarrassment for 
Musharraf, who's been trying to 
dispel Pakistan's image as a 
hotbed of Islamic fundamental- 
ism. Saeed's arrest is a boost for 
the I'-.ikistani leader as he meets 
Bush. 
Pearl, 38, the loumal's South 
REPORTER, PAGE 2 
"He was a lone-wolf kind of guy, and he's 
probably gotten scared off." 
BRENT SMITH, TERRORISM EXPERT 
Olympic bomber 
no longer a threat 
By Erin McClarn 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
ATLANTA — More than five 
years later, the man suspected of 
carrying out the deadly bomb- 
ing at the last Olympics held in 
the United States is still out there 
on Ihe run, as far as anyone 
knows. 
But terrorism experts said it is 
unlikely Eric Robert Rudolph 
would try to pull off an Olympic 
bombing in Salt Lake City. 
"He was a lone-wolf kind of 
guy, and he's probably gotten 
scared off," said Brent Smith, a 
terrorism expert at the 
University of Alabama at 
Birmingham. "He's probably 
committed the last act he'll ever 
commit. But you cant bank on 
that." 
On July 27,1996, a bomb hid- 
den in a knapsack exploded in 
Atlanta's Centennial Olympic 
Park, killing a woman and injur- 
ing more than 100 people. 
With the Games back in 
America, authorities admit they 
are no closer to finding Rudolph, 
who is also believed to be 
behind bombings at two abor- 
tion clinics and a gay nightclub 
in the South. 
Investigators initially believed 
the survivalist was hiding in the 
rugged Appalachians, possibly 
in western North Carolina. Now 
they say they do not even know 
whether he is alive. And though 
they have no evidence he has left 
the mountains, investigators say 
he could be anywhere. 
The FBI still lists Rudolph, 
BOMBER, PAGE 2 
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Monologue thought 
MONOLOGUES, FROM PAGE 1 
She added thai ihe play was 
meant to provoke thought 
"I would be surprised if any- 
one is comfortable with any sin- 
gle topic," she said. 
"It's important for women to 
really love their bodies and to be 
able to be more comfortable 
with them," Mcncer said. "I 
think it (The Vagina 
Monologues) adds to the culture 
of acceptance and diversity." 
For Retort -George, the play 
also brings hopes for the future 
of the women's condition. 
"I hope that when my daugh- 
ter is old enough to understand 
the show, she'll say 'Can you 
believe that women had to go 
through that to try to be under- 
stood?' " she said. 
The Vagina Monologue was 
performed as part of the V-I)ay 
College Initiative, a foundation 
that raises money, support and 
awareness for victims of vio- 
lence. This year, the foundation 
became a campaign with over 
550 colleges participating world- 
wide. 
All the proceeds from the 
University perfonnances will go 
to the Survivor Emergency 
Fund, a campus program estab- 
lished to support University- 
affiliated victims of violence that 
was established by the 
Transformation Project in 
August 2001. 
The Survivor Emergency 
Fund provides tuition assis- 
tance, court costs, safety plan- 
ning, transportation, and books 
to help lessen costs that sur- 
vivors of sexual assault or rela- 
tionship violence are often con- 
fronted with. 
For further information about 
this fund, contact Michelle 
Clossik, coordinator of the 
transformation Project, at 372- 
7227. 
Rudolph unlikely an 
Olympic bomber 
BOMBER, FROM PAGE 1 
who would be 35, among its 10 
Most Wanted, still classifying 
him as armed and extremely 
dangerous. It has offered a SI 
million reward for his capture. 
The Southeast Bomb Task 
Force, set up to find the bomber, 
still gets leads — "enough to 
keep us busy," said Todd 
Letcher, the third man to lead 
the force. 
But there have been no con- 
firmed sightings of Rudolph 
since July 1998, leading investi- 
gators to consider the possibility 
dial he is dead. 
"It certainly is a possibility, but 
until we find some forensic evi- 
dence of that, say a bone or 
something where we can do 
some sort of DNA match, we 
have to proceed on the basis that 




PARTY, FROM PAGE 1 
despite the chill. "This is a 
friendly group. Very friendly" 
Temperatures in the 30s 
thinned the crowds that usu- 
ally line the Fat Tuesday 
parade route through the 
city's Garden District. Some 
who did bear the cold pulled 
their costumes on over 
sweaters. Others had festive 
outfits hidden under winter 
coats festooned with beads 
and boas. 
Although tossing beads 
and trinkets from the bal- 
conies is illegal, police ignore 
the practice during Carnival. 
Exposing breasts is also ille- 
gal, but arrests are rare. 
"1 hope my mother doesn't 
find out how I got these," said 
Linda Vaccard, 24, of New 
York, who warded off the chill 
with a hurricane, an over- 
sized alcoholic fruit punch. 
A Statue of Liberty paraded 
down the street past a man in 
pink stockings, a skirt and a 
fake pregnant belly 
Jazz clarinetist Pete 
Fountain dressed as a sheriff, 
and his 150-membcr Half- 
Fast Walking Club wore gold 
cowboy costumes with 
American flag patches on the 
sleeves. 
"It's the time to be patriot- 
ic," said Fountain, marching 
in his 41st Mardi Gras. "If you 
don't love this country now, 
get the hell out of it." 
Grad schoolers must plan 
GRADS, FROM PAGE 1 
nine hours," she said. 
Successfully applying to grad- 
uate school takes three impor- 
tant steps, according to Daryl 
Close, Professor of Computer 
Science and Philosophy at 
Heidlberg College. 
According to Close, the first 
important thing to do is write a 
resume, which he feels is some- 
thing that is very difficult to suc- 
cessfully accomplish. 
"Be completely honest about 
your strengths; modesty is not a 
virtue," Close said. "Putting your 
best foot foward is one of the 
most important items in writing 
a resume." 
Close said that using the 
resources available in your col- 
lege is also very important when 
applying to graduate school. He 
says that people who know you 
well are your best references, 
especially professors whose 
classes you've done well in. 
"Be aware that they will really 
help you," Close said. "Students 
have to be aggressive and talk to 
them." 
Finally, Close said that stu- 
dents must be thoroughly pre- 
pared to take the standardized 
entrance tests for graduate 
school. He suggests that stu- 
dents plan at at least one year in 
advance for the tests. 
"Students should be very con- 
scious of deadlines," he said. 
He feels that some of the best 
sources to use to prepare for the 
standardized graduate tests are 
prep books such as Kaplan and 
the Peterson's Guides. 
"Students should set up a plan 
to devote working through the 
books over a period of time," 
Close said. 
He makes it very clear that the 
GREs have no similiarty with the 
SATs. 
Applying to graduate school 
can be easy if students are thor- 
oughly prepared and ready to 
take on the challenge. 
Captors claim journalist still alive 
REPORTER,FROM PAGE 1 
Asia bureau chief, disappeared 
Ian. 23 on his way to meet with 
Islamic extremist contacts. He 
was believed to be working on a 
story about links between 
Pakistani militants and Richard 
C. Reid, the man accused of try- 
ing to detonate explosives hid- 
den in his sneakers on a Paris-to- 
Miami flight in December. 
lamilYousuf, head of acitizen- 
police liaison committee 
involved in the investigation, 
said the bearded, bespectacled 
Saeed told police that threats to 
kill Pearl were not carried out. 
"He's alive. He's OK," Yousuf 
quoted Saeed as saying of Pearl. 
Yousuf said the key break 
came Monday night with the 
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arrest of a suspect in the capital 
of Islamabad who gave crucial 
information. Yousuf did not 
elaborate. 
Several more arrests were 
reported in Karachi, Rawalpindi 
and other major cities Tuesday. 
In Washington, White House 
spokesman Ari Fleischer said he 
could not confirm any details 
about Saeed's arrest or Pearl's 
reported condition. However, he 
said that cooperation by 
Pakistani authorities "has been 
very strong and very helpful'' in 
the Pearl case. 
Saeed was arrested in India in 
1994 in connection with the kid- 
napping of three British back- 
packers in Kashmir. The kidnap- 
pers demanded the release of 
Islamic militants fighting to end 
Indian rule in the contested 
Himalayan region. Saeed was 
shot and wounded by police, 
and the hostages were freed 
unharmed. 
He spent the next five years in 
jail — although never brought to 
trial — and was freed in 
December 1999 after gunmen 
hijacked an Indian Airlines jet to 
Kandahar, Afghanistan and 
demanded the release of Saeed 
and other figures. 
A team of police officers from 
the southern province of Sindh 
had been in Lahore searching for 
Saeed for the last few days, the 
government-run news agency 
Associated Press of Pakistan 
reported Tuesday. 
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Are you a Night Owl? 
You're in luckl The BG News is currently looking for a 
Graphic Design/VCT major interested in filling a night 
shift production worker position. The hours are from 
8:30 pm to 12:30 am on Sundays, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Applicants must be experienced In 
QuarkXpress, have basic Photoshop skills and be familiar 
with working in a server based computer environment. 
Duties include Ad Creation/Alteration, 
Manual Paste-Up and Proofing. 
Iff interested. Call 372-2494 between 
the hours off 3 pm & 12 Midnight. 
II no .imwer. plcisf IPJVP a nipujqr .ind your t jll will bi* 
returned ASAP 





All Graduate Students are invited to a free 
Valentine's Lunch 
Valentine's Day, February 14th, 11:30-1pm 
Bowen- Thompson Student Union Rm 402 
Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate 
t:m'il:*Hllmli Y CUB* IM I I f
MMmmatmr 
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Stanford University students held hostage 
FAIRFIELD, Conn. —A former student claiming to have a 
bomb took several students and a professor hostage 
Tuesday inside a university classroom, a school spokes- 
woman said. 
The suspect took over a religious studies classroom at 
Fairfield University, a Catholic school in southwestern 
Connecticut, said school spokeswoman Nancy Habetz. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
A WIDE VIEW Calendar of Events 
Chris Schooler BG News 
LOOKING OUT:  Looking through the window ot the north end of 
Moseley Hall.someone can see a great deal of the north end of cam- 
pus, including the walkway between Eppler and Hayes Halls. 
Wednesday: Union lobby This student support group is 
DANCE MARATHON FUNDRAISER 10 am -6 pm for women survivors of abusive 
Alpha Phi Omega will be selling 
shorts (or Dance Marathon as their UAO Poster Sale 
dating relationships. This group 
is a space for women at all 
fund-raiser. for more information, con stages of          recovery to dis- 
Union Lobby tact       UAO      at      2-2486 cuss their experiences and the 
patterns of abuse, explore safe- 9:30 am •- 3 p.m. 308 Bowen-Thompson Stu-den 
U        n        i         o        r ty options, facilitate healing, 
INFORMATION TABLE FOR 11 am -5 pm and learn to recognize cues to 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS potentially abusive behaviors 
University Hall AMERICAN RED CROSS and relationships. 
10 am - 4 pm BL0ODM0BILE                       For Confidentiality is 
more information please contact emphasized. Sponsored by The 
Transformation Project. Please CARNATION SALE Event Planning & Reservations at 
Habitat tor Humanity is sponsoring a 2-2942. contact Deidra Bennett at 372- 
table where they will be selling Olscamp 101B 2190 for more information. 
carnations for Valentine's Day. 11 am-4 pm Meets Wednesday's, 2:00-3:30 
Education Steps p.m. 
10 am - 5 pm KAPPA ALPHA DANCE MARATHON 
FUNDRAISER SEMINAR WITH PIANIST/RESEARCH 
CARNATION SALE Kappa Alpha will be selling boxer SCIENTIST MELVIN CHEN: 
Habitat for Humanity is sponsoring a and bandanas. "Music as seen (or Heard! Through 
table where they will be selling car- Union South Lobby Scientific Eyes (or 
nations for Valentine's Day. Noon Ears)" 
Union Lobby Pianist/research scientist Melvin 
10 am -4 pm BROWN BAG LUNCH AT THE Chen will present this open seminar 
WOMEN'S CENTER which will explore the ideas, thoughts 
Dance Marathon T-Shirt Sale "Loving Ourselves: Body Image and and structure of music through 
The Gospel Choir will be selling t- Self-Esteem Across Women's Lite- analogies with science and chemistry 
shirts as a fundraiser for Dance Span" - Nancy Orel, Gerontology, and in particular. Chen is currently a 
Marathon. Cheryl Carothers, Higher Education member of fhe piano faculty at the 
Union Lobby Administration, will lead a discussior Yale School of Music. Aside from his 
10 am - 4 pm on the historical appraisal of the extensive piano and violin perfor- 
"beauty ideal" in the US culture and mance career and doublemasfer's 
PENNIES FOR PUSH its impact on women's self-esteem degrees from Juilliard. he holds a 
Pi Kappa Phi is sponsoring a table throughout the life-span. Ph.D. in physical chemistry from 
for Iheir fundraiser for Push America. The Women's Center. 10/Hanna Hall Harvard and master's degrees in 
Education Steps 12:30 pm-1:30 pm chemistry andphysics from Yale. 
10 am - 7 pm Chen has been heard both in recital 
LA MESA 0BUCUA LECTURE and in chamber music appearances 
ZETA PHI BETA FUNDRAISER For more information please con- at Carnegie Hall. Alice fully Hall, 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority is sponsoring fact the Center for Multicultural Merkin Concert Hall and Weill Recital 
the fundraiser. Academic Initiatives at 2-2642. Hall, as well as other venues in 
Union Lobby Olscamp 101A IheUnited States, Canada and Asia 
10 am - 5 pm 2 pm -3:30 pm Choral Rehearsal Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 




speaker coming to 
campus 
The Center for 
Multicultural and Academic 
Initiatives is presenting "The 
Purpose of Black History 
Month from die Perspective 
of Black Popular Culture 
Studies," today from 12:30 
p.m.-l:30p.m. in 207 
Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union. 
Angela M.S. Nelson, asso- 
ciated professor and under- 
graduate advisor in the 
department of popular cul- 
ture will be the main presen- 
ter. 
U. takes part in 
Recycle Mania 
The University is taking 
part in four-school competi- 
tion to determine which uni- 
versity can collect the most 
recyclables from on-campus 
recycling bins, called Recycle 
Mania. 
Harvard, Ohio University 
and Miami of Ohio are also 
taking part in what is expect- 
ed to be a friendly competi- 
tion. 
Recycle Mania began Feb. 
4 and will go to April 12. 
Students are invited to apply for the following scholarships. Applications are available in 301 or 401 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union (unless otherwise noted) or can be downloaded from our Web site: 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/life/scholarships.html 
All applications (unless otherwise noted) are due by Friday, March 8 at 5:00p.m. to the 
Office of Student Life, 301 Bowen-Thompson Student Union. 
£T>-* SIC SIC Schoiarship-$500 
•Must be an academically talented junior or senior who has displayed outstanding qualities of leadership and initiative 
The Richard A. Lenhart Activities Scholarship^750 
•Must be a member but not an officer, in the Undergraduate Student Government, 
University Activities Organization, or the Off-Campus Connection 
•Must be a rising sophomore, junior, or senior 
•Previous winners are encouraged to reapply 
OFF- 
CAMPUS 
uM»»cMu»rt      CONNECTION 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
The Gerald Saddlemire Scholarships 1.000 
• Must be a sophomore with a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 
•Students should have contributed to the quality of life through participation and leadership 
in and out-of-classroom activities and community service projects 
The Hazel H. Smith ScholarshiD-S500 
• Must be an off-campus student, commuting, or non-traditional student in good academic standing 
•Demonstrated commitment to off-campus/commuting/nontraditional students 
"udent«»«' 
BARBARA Y. KELLER BOOK SCHOLARSHIP-SIOO 
•Must be an off-campus, commuting, or non-traditional student 
•Full-time undergraduate student with a minimum 3.0 GPA 
•Previous winners are encouraged to reapply 
G.O. Herbert Moorehead. Jr. Scholarship (for students enrolled in the College of Arts & Sciences onivhSl.OOO 
• Must be a rising junior or senior with a minimum accumulative GPA of 3.0 
•Applicants must be enrolled full time in a major in the College of Arts & Sciences 
•Students will be selected based on academic record and demonstrated leadership skills on the BGSU campus and/or in the external community 
•Applications are available from the College office and are due by Friday, March 1 to the College of Arts & Sciences, 205 Admin. Bldg. 
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QU0TCIJNQUOTE 
"I think they were brave at the very least. 
They might have been a little nuts." 
TED TURNER, media mongul, on the attackers who perpetuated the Sept. 
11 tragedy. He said this during a question and answer session. 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
Olympics not showcase for patriotism 
(U-WIRE) LONG BEACH, Calif. - 
The Winter Olympics are upon us. 
Friday night we were witnesses to an 
opening ceremony that was poignant 
and exciting. President Bush tried to 
portray himself as a man of the peo- 
ple, sitting in the stands among 
America's athletes and even speaking 
to one athlete's mother. 
The Olympics are the greatest 
showing of athletic prowess that the 
world knows. But, the coverage of the 
events on NBC show that this is more 
America's Olympics. This is wrong. 
YOU DECIDE 
Should the Olympics be a 
showcase for America's 
patriotism? 
Go to www.bgnews.com/opinion 
to respond. Results will be 
updated frequently. 
On the rebound from Sept. II, 
Americans feel that we need to show 
that we are still the top nation in the 
world in all aspects. Wfe are. 
But the Olympic Games should not 
be looked at as some sort of showcase 
of America's superiority. The 
Olympic's should be a showcase of 
the athleticism of the greatest athletes 
of all nations. 
With medal counts and human 
interest stories about American ath- 
letes, NBC is trying to show that 
America is still the best. This remains 
to be seen, though, and when the final 
medal count is tallied it is doubtful 
that America will be on top. 
The Olympics are a showcase for 
amateur athletes from all nations, not 
just ours. It is important that 
Americans recognize the Olympics 
not as America's games but as the 
world's games. 
The mish mash of patriotism and 
rhetoric only helps to detract from the 
idea that the Olympics were built on: 
that the world can come together as 
one for 16 days and everyone will be 
happy. 
At the 1936 Summer Olympics in 
Berlin, Adolf Hitler hoped that his 
German team would solidify the supe- 
riority of the so-called Aryan race 
American hero Jesse Owens proved 
Hitler wrong, winning four gold 
medals. 
The situation now is much different 
but somewhat the same. In both cir- 
cumstances the host nation is at a 
great turning point and is trying to 
show its national unity and superiori- 
ty on the track or the ice or the slopes. 
But.there is no place on the track or 
slopes or ice for national superiority. 
There is only room for honest compe- 
tition between the best athletes in the 
world. A showing of the physical and 
mental potential and dedication that 
everyone can strive for. 
The Olympics should not be 
America's attempt to display any sort 
of overt superiority, but to bring to 
light the fire of athleticism that resides 
in all athletes. 
The Olympic Games are the best 
chance for our world to come together 
as one, unhindered by pre-conceived 
notions and armed only with power 
and wits of the world's greatest ath- 
letes. 





I am responding to: 
Girls: Can't live with them or 
without them 
This is not an attack against 
men, just a defense for women 
Listen here, we have to accept 
the fact that men will never 
understand women. In fact, it is 
comforting to know that. You 
have to admit if women were 
open books waiting to be read, 
men would never want to pick us 
up anymore. 
Guys like a challenge. As soon 
as they realize we are interested, 
they are bored and want to move 
on already. And its not like thats 
hard because they always have 
two or three waiting on hold to be 
checked out. 
Now,  I am not saying the 
female gender is innocent.  The 
. reality of it is, you want to play the 
game, we will be more than will- 
ing to play back, and lets face it, 
we are better at it. 
Guys are jerks and women are 
bitches. We made each other that 
way. 
So if you want to blame some- 
one for why women are so con- 
fusing and hard to understand, 
blame yourself guys. 
Kelry Ivans 
Student 
Dakich asks for 
U. support during 
final home games 
Dear BGSU Students 
On behalf of the entire Falcon 
Men's Basketball program, 1 
would like to thank you for your 
continued support of our team. 
We enter Wednesday night's 
game against Eastern Michigan 
with an 18-5 overall record and 
are currently tied for second place 
in the MAC East Division. 
With three home games left 
this season, it is imperative that 
we defend our home court in 
order to reach our goals of 
becoming conference champi- 
ons and making it to the NCAA 
Tournament. 
For us to do this, the Men's 
Basketball program will need 
your help in turning "THE 
HOUSETHAT ROARS" into a def- 
inite Home Court Advantage. 
When Anderson Arena is filled, 
there is no tougher place to play 
in the country. 
Show your school spirit and 
make it over to Anderson Arena 
Wednesday night at 7:00pm and 
help pack THE HOUSE THAT 
ROARS." 
Our 10-1 home record this sea- 
son is due in large part to the 
tremendous support of our stu- 
dent body. We have had some 
exciting games at home this sea- 






BGSU Men's Basketball 
Disease spreads at universities 
»T ISSUE: Disease can spread rapidly on campuses and have interesting affects 
Mike Bromburg 
The Daily Cardinal 
MADISON, Wis. (U-Wire) - 
The overbearing nature of my ill- 
ness makes it impossible to con- 
centrate on anything besides the 
incessant throbbing in my head. 
The excruciating soreness feels 
like a dagger puncturing my 
throat, and my body roasts like a 
miserable, self-sufficient sauna. 
It is amazing how a simple ill- 
ness can cause even the most 
undemanding tasks to seem 
incredibly daunting. For 
instance, my fever has made me 
so sluggish over the past few 
days that I have actually consid- 
ered utilizing my roommate's 
Los Angeles Dodgers cap as a 
,    bedpan. 
•        When you need to ingest 12 
, doses of ibuprofen just to feel 
well enough to move your cable 
bill out of the rapidly approach- 
ing puddle of spilled Hawaiian 
Punch, more intricate activities 
become extremely problematic. 
, If you don't believe me, try writ- 
ing a newspaper column when 
your sinuses are on the verge of a 
Chemobyl-like explosion. 
Although our brilliant strategy 
for dooming the earth by irre- 
versibly releasing toxic chemi- 
cals into the atmosphere has 
successfully left us with an 
incredibly mild winter, the extra- 
ordinary warmth has been 
unable to prevent the seasonal 
exchange of dreadful viruses. 
Perhaps the widespread cir- 
culation of cold and flu bugs is 
one of the most damaging dis- 
advantages of university life. 
Wherever thousands of people 
are cramming into overcrowded 
rooms and pretending to learn 
while carving "Pantera Shreds!" 
into wooden desks, the trans- 
mission of illnesses is essentially 
inevitable 
It is important not to overlook 
the important role of university 
housing   in   promoting   the 
Sread of sickness. Not only do 
e dorms allow us to experi- 
ence the hilarity of an intoxicat- 
ed individual obscenely flop- 
ping around on the filthy, wart- 
infested floor of shower stalls, 
they also satisfy our demand for 
reliable cesspools of infection. 
Although the dorms are cer- 
tainly an important center for 
spreading maladies, there are 
other places on campus where 
the air is almost as contaminat- 
ed. In a recent visit to the 
Chemistry Building, I noticed 
that the entire room was echo- 
ing with a chorus of coughs, 
making the atmosphere seem 
less like a university lecture hall 
than the tuberculosis ward in 
the infirmary of a Turkish prison. 
Unfortunately, as students at 
such a large school, there is little 
we can do to avoid coming into 
contact with the occasional sick- 
ness. Although gas masks have 
become increasingly common 
household items since the 
recent bioterrorism scare, most 
people reserve such technology 
for incidents where anthrax is 
directly involved, like last 
Friday's concert at The Rave 
where they opened for ludas 
Priest 
Although University Health 
Services does offer shots and 
medications to help students get 
through the flu season, there is 
no foolproof way to avoid get- 
ting sick when you have contact 
with so many people each day. 
To cut down on your chances 
of developing a sickness, I rec- 
ommend avoiding exchanges 
with others at all costs. Instead of 
making the common mistake of 
actually attending class, remem- 
ber that it is immeasurably safer 
to maintain complete isolation 
in your room at all times, relying 
on stale Pop-Tarts and pow- 
dered Kool-Aid for sustenance. 
In closing, I would like to apol- 
ogize for the stumbling incoher- 
ence that most likely dominates 
this column. It is extremely diffi- 
cult to express any sort of valid 
message through the over- 
whelming delusions of fever. 
Now, if I could only find the 
energy to reach that Dodgers 
cap 
PEOPLE 
ON THE STREET 
What has been your 
favorite moment so 
far in this year's 
Olympic Games? 
JUSTIN BICKLE 
JUNIOR, SECONDARY ED. 
"The 1980 hockey 




"Canada beating the 
U.S.A. in curling." 
ROBERT SMITH 
SOPH., MARKETING 




"Watching Canada get 
beat up with my boy 
Ghost (aka Godfrey 
Lewis)." 
Columnists views 
about women bad 
AT ISSUE: Women should not be viewed as "evil". 
Jennifer Lake 
Student Guest Column 
After reading a certain piece 
in Tuesday's edition of the BG 
News, I felt compelled to 
respond. Mr. Sussman, I com- 
mend you for your courage in 
sharing with the world not only 
your inept writing skills, but 
also the idiotic and circular rea- 
soning displayed in the article 
you wrote. 
Did you just wake up one day, 
become dissatisfied with what I 
am sure is a dismal love life 
(given your unfounded and 
unreasonable opinions regard- 
ing women), and say, Hey, I'm 
going to write a column for the 
newspaper about how I don't 
understand women? 
You present several unfound- 
ed arguments, and then you not 
only fail to explain these con- 
clusions, you fail to show how 
they are supported at all. What 
kind of women were you talking 
about when you wrote this arti- 
cle? Women are not a group 
entirely unto themselves. And 
how do you get to the conclu- 
sion that women are "manifest- 
ed evil" because Bowling Green 
had some bad weather a few 
weeks ago? I would almost be 
willing to hear your reasoning 
for that one (if one exists at all) 
because the sheer stupidity of 
that statement amazes me. 
You state that "girls will 
always be us guys' Achilles 
heels," implying that we are 
your weak spot, or that we have 
some kind of power over you. 
Well, here's a thought: you give 
us that power over you when 
you esteem and value sex (with 
a woman) so highly ii i your life. 
Women didn't ask foi that 
power, and personally I dont 
want it, over you or any other- 
man. 
Don't blame women because 
you are for some reason dissat- 
isfied, or because women will 
not automatically supply you 
with what you feel you are enti- 
tled to (and aren't). 
You state in the byline that 
"girls are a necessity to a guy," 
discounting homosexual men 
and women from the equation 
(and I'll bet that you didn't real- 
ly think about that til just now). 
That statement also implies 
that women are only a supple- 
mentary part of a man, not a 
whole person in and of them- 
selves. 
There really is no end to the 
article's faults, both grammati- 
cal and theoreticaL 
At this point I must also share 
some grievances with the BG 
News for actually printing this 
article 
On the opinion page, mere 
inches from the article in ques- 
tion, there are policies you 
claim to have adopted regard- 
ing letters to the Editor or guest 
columns. To quote it "Personal 
attacks.. .will not be printed." 
However, you are willing to 
print a story that makes gross 
generalizations of a group of 
people already belittled in this 
society, and that goes on to 
devalue that group by saying 
that they "suck," and that they 
are "manifested eviL" 
What would it take to have 
made this article seem hostile 
in your eyes? 
What really offends me is that 
you intended this article to be 
humorous, probably printing it 
now to coincide with the first 
BGNews coverage of the 
female-powered and female- 
empowering Vagina 
Monologues. 
Well, this is February, Black 
History Month, yet I doubt 
you'll be running any opinion 
pieces by the Aryan Nation to 
offset all that attention. 
And you know, people with 
disabilities sure do suck, don't 
they? Aren't people of Hispanic 
origin just like a virus? Wouldn't 
a column like that be hilari- 
ous?(By the way, the opening 
show of The Vagina 
Monologues here at BGSU 
played to over 800 audience 
members, the largest opening 
night of any theatrical produc- 
tion in the history of BGSU. 
Curiously, this fact was not 
mentioned in the BG 
Ncws.Instcad, they had ques- 
tion to illicit some feedback Are 
you offended by the premise of 
"The Vagina Monologues?' 
Something to think about)An 
article so based on stereotypes 
and mass generalizations as 
"Girls: Can't five with or without 
them" should never have seen 
the light of day.There is no 
excuse for its having been 
featured on the opinion page, 
directly underneath 
this paper's first coverage of 
The Vagina Monologues. 
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Illegal charity gambling put to halt in Richfield 
RICHFIELD, Ohio —Authorities seized bingo tickets, gam- 
bling machines, records and cash from bars, storefronts 
and other businesses in a raid on illegal charity gambling in 
northeast Ohio, officials said Tuesday. 
"The purpose of charitable giving is to benefit those in 
need, not to line the pockets of scam artists," said Ohio 
Attorney General Betty Montgomery.  
www.bgnews.com/nation 
SLATE 
Coalition angry over 
school funding offer 
By Andrew Welsh-Huggins 
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — The 
coalition of schools suing Ohio 
over the way it funds education 
isn't happy with an offer to settle 
the decade-old lawsuit, House 
Speaker Larry Householder said 
yesterday. 
The coalition has made a 
counter-offer, Householder 
added. He said the two sides were 
millions of dollars or more apart. 
"More like billions," he said. 
The state on Feb. 7 made an 
offer to try to settle the suit, which 
argues that Ohio's school-funding 
ous breach of confidentiality and 
a mischaracterization of the 
coalition's positions. 
"I'm totally shocked and 
appalled that the state is talking 
about the mediation," said 
William Phillis, the coalition's 
executive director. 
"We have been at the table 
every time discussions were 
called," Phillis said. "We have 
been at the beck and call of the 
mediator." The coalition wants to 
resolve the talks by tomorrow, he 
said. 
However, he wouldn't respond 
to Householder's suggestion that 
"My understanding is the coalition is quite 
displeased with the offer that's been made. 
Under these tough budget conditions, I 
think it was a valiant effort by us to try to 
put something forward." 
LARRY HOUSEHOLDER, HOUSE SPEAKER 
unconstitu- 
t i o n a I 
because  it 
favors rich 
districts 
over poor. A 
court- 
o rd ered 
mediator 
has until tomorrow to resolve the 
case or request an extension. 
Neither (he state nor the 
Coalition for Equity and 
Adequacy of School Funding will 
discuss details of the offer or the 
talks, although Gov. Bob Taft said 
yesterday that the state's offer 
involves more than money. 
Householder said he was dis- 
appointed by the coalition's reac- 
tion. 
"My understanding is the coali- 
tion is quite displeased with the 
offer that's been made," said 
Householder, a Glenford 
Republican. "Under these tough 
budget conditions, I think it was a 
valiant effort by.us to try to put 
something forward." 
The coalition director called 
Householder's comments a seri- 
the coalition was displeased by 
the offer, citing the confidentiality 
rules. 
Howard Bellman, the court- 
appointed mediator from 
Madison, Wis., said the talks' 
ground rules prohibit people 
from talking about negotiations. 
"I'm in the midst of the talks, 
and I wouldn't be in the midst of 
the talks if I thought the talks were 
over." he said. "1 don't have any 
basis for speculating about 
motives or misunderstandings or 
strategies. It could be any of those 
things." 
The state entered the settle- 
ment talks in December after it 
had asked the Ohio Supreme 
Court to reconsider a September 
ruling that required the state to 
spend   additional  money  on 
schools Doing so would make 
Ohio's school-funding system 
constitutional the court ruled. 
After that September ruling, 
however, both the state and the 
coalition of schools suing Ohio 
said the estimated additional 
spending was $1.2 billion a year. 
The state argued the court had 
used inaccurate data and that the 
number should be closer to $400 
million. 
Taft said the proposals by the 
state aren't limited to a dollar 
amount. 
"I think our proposals are prob- 
ably somewhat broader than 
that,"    he    said. 
"They're not 
restricted in that 




making our best 
efforts to put for- 
ward what we 
believe are very constructive pro- 
posals to try to resolve this law- 
suit," Taft said. "We certainly 
encourage the plaintiffs to look 
very closely and very seriously at 
those." 
The lawsuit dates to 1991 when 
the Coalition for Equity and 
Adequacy of School Funding 
sued on behalf of Perry County 
schoolboy Nathan DcRolph. 
The lawsuit argues that Ohio's 
school-funding system is uncon- 
stitutional because it relies too 
much on local property taxes, 
favoring rich districts over poor. 
The Supreme Court twice ruled 
in favor of the coalition, in March 
1997 and May 2000. Its 
September ruling said the system 
would be constitutional if the 
state spent more money on it 
New job brings woes for 
former Cincinnati cop 
By usa Comwell 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
EVEMDALE, Ohio — He was 
living his dream of being a police 
officer when he shot and killed 
an unarmed black man in a dark 
alley, sparking the worst racial 
unrest Cincinnati had seen in 
decades 
Officer Stephen Roach was 
acquitted in September in the 
April shooting of Timothy 
Thomas and worked in 
Cincinnati's impound lot before 
moving on last month to a job as 
a suburban police officer 15 
miles away. His hiring has drawn 
opposition in this bedroom 
community where 266 of the vil- 
lage's 3,090 residents are black 
Roach, 27, has said little pub- 
licly since joining Evendale's 20- 
officer force, only saying on his 
first day that he felt "fine." 
"He would like to have some 
anonymity and moveonwithhis 
life and prove that he can be as 
good a public servant for 
Evendale as he was for the city of 
Cincinnati," said Roach's attor- 
ney, Merlyn Shiverdecker. 
Achieving anonymity, howev- 
er, may prove difficult — if not 
impossible. 
"The decision to hire him 
already has deeply divided this 
community, and it's only going to 
get worse," said Dr. Randy Cox. a 
black Evendale resident trying to 
overturn Roach's hiring. "His hir- 
ing and the way it was done show 
a lack of sensitivity, especially to 
African-Americans" 
Roach also has supporters in 
this village where crime is mostly 
confined to traffic-related prob- 
lems and property offenses, 
including theft. 
Associated Press Photo 
SUPPORTIVE: Kathy Hall said she supports the hiring of police 
officer Stephen Roach though he was acquitted for the shooting 
death of Timothy Thomas, sparking riots in Cincinnati. 
"On his first day, he received 
(lowers, cookies and candy, and 
one citizen had a helicopter fly 
over to welcome him," said 
Police Chief Gary Foust. 
Thomas, 19, was wanted on 
warrants charging him with traf- 
fic violations and was fleeing 
police when he was killed. Roach 
testified that he thought Thomas 
was armed and said he didn't 
respond to orders to show his 
hands. A witness testified 
Thomas appeared to be wearing 
baggy clothing and was pulling 
up his pants as he ran that night 
OrjrjBlffiWfMWuT^^ 
HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
701 FIFTH - 4BR. Limil 4 people. $810.00 per monlh paid in 11 monthly 
payments ol $870.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18,2002 
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame. Limit 3 people. $550.00 per monlh paid in 11 
payments ot $590 00 Deposit $590.00. Tenants pay all utilities Available 
May 18,2002 
605 SECOND «A - 4BR Limit 4 people. $760.00 per month paid in 11 
monthly payments ol $812.00 Deposil $760.00. Tenants pay utilities. 
Available August 22,2002. 
140 1/2 MANV1LLE - 2 BR. Above garage behind 140 Manville. Limil 2 
people. $560.00 per month paid in 11 payments of $60100 Deposit 
$560 00 Tenants pay ulililies. Available August 22,2002 
150 1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR. limil 2 people. $440.00 per monlh paid in 11 




_W??DU to be your   ^ 
I    FREE Valentine   p 
Treats at the 
Information Center 
7am - m i d n i g h t  Monda) -Friday 
9am- midnight  Saturday   & Sunday 
JOHM NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319E.WOOSTERST. 








Ptck Up On 
Fcb   13 Or14 
www.kloli'loral.com 
I love you" is still best left for flowers to say. 
. Remember the special people in your life.    v 
906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 419-353-8381 KH 
Special Holiday Hours: Open Feb. 13 & 14 until 6:00 p.m. 
WE GIVE 
SERVICE & 
if      Bud Vases 
||       sterling <ir $8.50 
^^   Valentines Romance Vase 
^^     Bouquets and 
Love Basket Arrangements 
—£k Miming at   $25.00 
VALENTINE'S DAY ($ THURSDAY, FEB. 14 
Add a little extra love. 
Let us suggest balloons • valentine candy 
cards • plush animals, more. 
Freshly cut roses accented with greens 
and baby breath wrapped in cellophane 
with ribbon for that special someone. 
While Supplies 
Last $44.98 dozen cash & carry 
Wire flowers anywhere 
^Teleflora 
Place your orders early 
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN BREAST CANCER 
CHICAGO (AP) — A new study adds to the growing body of evi- 
dence that recent, long-term use of hormone supplements after 
menopause may increase the risk of breast cancer. 
Wbmen who had taken estrogen alone or estrogen plus prog- 
estin for at least five of the preceding six years were about 70 
percent more likely than nonusers to develop breast cancer, the 
study found.  
.bgnews.com/nation 
MM 
Lindh trial to begin 
By Larry Margasak 
!HE ASSOCIArCD PRESS 
ALEXANDRIA, Va. — John 
Walker Lindh's trial should begin 
no earlier lhan mid-November, 
the government and defense said 
Tuesday in a rare agreement on 
the eve of the arraignment for the 
young American who fought with 
the Taliban. 
The defense said it would need 
time to conduct overseas investi- 
gations, handle classified infor- 
mation, argue for suppression of 
evidence and allow the effects of 
prejudicial publicity to fade. 
Federal prosecutors said they 
disagreed with a delay due lo 
publicity, but accepted the other 
reasons for a November date. 
The proposed timetable, in an 
unusual written motion signed 
by both sides, will be discussed 
Wednesday at Lindh's arraign- 
ment before U.S. District ludgc 
T.S.Ellis III. 
Until now the two sides have 
agreed on little. Prosecutors have 
portrayed the 21-year-old Lindh 
as a cold-blooded killer who 
hated America and the defense 
has contended that he signed up 
to fight the anti-Taliban northern 
alliance in Afghanistan — not the 
United States. 
With the defense vigorously 
fighting the charges, Lindh is 
expected to plead innocent to a 
10-count indictment accusing 
him of conspiring to murder 
Americans, providing assistance 
to terrorist organizations and 
using firearms during crimes of 
violence. 
Lindh could face life imprison- 
ment if convicted of the major 
charges. 
The defense said in the motion 
that "due to the high level of prej- 
udicial publicity, passage of time 
will be necessary in order that the 
defendant receive a fair and 
impartial trial." 
Pointing out that the indict- 
ment describes Lindh's conduct 
in Yemen, Pakistan and 
Afghanistan, the defense said it 
would conduct interviews 
abroad. Lindh's lawyers also 
served notice that pretrial hear- 
ings would be required on the 
handling of classified informa- 
tion. 
Lindh trained in a Pakistani 
Associated Press Photo 
AMERICAN TALIBAN: James Brosnahan, attorney of captured 
Taliban John Walker Lindh, speaks outside a federal court. 
camp run by Osama bin laden 
and stayed there after being told 
bin Laden "had sent forth some 
fifty people to carry out twenty 
suicide terrorist operations 
against the United States and 
Israel," the indictment charges. 
Lindh's lawyers have argued in 
court and to the news media that 
the government is relying on a 
tainted FBI interview with Lindh 
that was conducted in 
Afghanistan without a lawyer 
present. The government coun- 
tered that Lindh signed a paper 
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By Kristen Hays 
THE ASSOCIAU0 PRESS 
HOUSTON — Six Enron 
Corp. board of directors who 
were among those in charge 
when the company spiraled into 
bankruptcy last year are resign- 
ing. 
The company said in a filing 
with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission Tuesday 
that three of its longest-serving 
members and the three interna- 
tional members would resign 
effective 30 days from Tuesday. 
Notice of the resignations was 
filed after directors met in New 
York. 
Enron also said it would 
search for a new chairman and 
additional board members to 
help in its plan to return to its 
roots as a mover of natural gas 
and electricity and emerge from 
the largest bankruptcy in histo- 
ry 
The company also said in the 
SEC filing that it will move for- 
ward with reorganization plans 
that include selling off money- 
losing assets. Last week Swiss 
investment bank UBS Warburg 
acquired Enron's once-envied 
trading business, and cranked 
up the new operation Monday. 
An Enron spokeswoman did- 
n't immediately return calls for 
comment. 
Charles Elson, director of the 
Center for Corporate 
Governance at the University of 
Delaware, said the string of res- 
ignations was no surprise. 
"At this point you're working 
with a corpse," Elson said. "The 
real decision-making is in the 
hands of the bankruptcy judge 
and the creditors." 
Tuesday's resignations follow 
that of Kenneth Lay, who 
stepped down from the board 
Feb. 4. Lay resigned as chairman 
and chief executive of Enron on 
Jan. 23. The board, which had 15 
members before Lay stepped 
down, was left with eight. 
The three international mem- 
bers who resigned, Ronnie C. 
Chan, Paulo V Ferraz Pereira 
and Lord John Wakeham. were 
on the board's six-member audit 
committee, responsible for dou- 
ble-checking Enron's bookkeep- 
ing. 
The others who stepped 
down were Charles A. 
LeMaistre, 78, former president 
of the University of Texas M.D. 
Anderson Cancer Center; 
Robert K. Jaedicke, 73, former 
Stanford University Graduate 
School of Business dean; and 
Houston businessman John H. 
Duncan, 74. 
Huge selection of 
Valentine's Day Cards for 
everyone on your list plus 
• Picture Frames 
• Candy 
• Stuffed Animals 
• Gift Items 
V 
SENIORS! 
Stop in and get your cap and gown 
orders, graduation announcements 
1  and diploma frames TODAY! V 
„ University Bookstore •» 
^^ Sad die mi re Student Services Building    M-Th 8-6, Fri 8-5, Sat 9-5 
v, BUPcharge r\ r\ r\ ^ ffl ffl ft V 
Did you know... 
J»He averar|£ 
person swallows 8 
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Milosevic war 
crimes trial 
begins at Hague 
By Anthony Oeutsch 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
THE HAGUE Netherlands — 
Slobodan Milosevic orchestrated 
the murders of thousands of peo- 
ple in a campaign of "savagery" 
with the sole goal of satisfying his 
all-consuming thirst for power, a 
prosecutor said Tuesday, opening 
the former Yugoslav president's 
trial for war crimes. 
Milosevic, the first head of state 
to face an international tribunal, 
listened impassively, occasionally 
jotting notes, as United Nations 
attorneys sketched a complex 
case spanning nearly a decade of 
horror in three Balkan countries. 
The prosecution gave a first 
glimpse of a litany of agony — 
rape, torture, looting expulsion 
and almost gleeful killing — that 
survivors will recount during a 
trial expected to last two years. 
The trial is the biggest war 
crimes case since Hitlers hench- 
men were brought before a mili- 
tary tribunal after World War II. 
Milosevic, 60, faces a total of 66 
counts of genocide and other war 
crimes in Croatia, Bosnia and 
Kosovo that killed thousands of 
people and displaced more than 
a million others. Each count car- 
ries a maximum sentence of life 
in prison. 
Associated Press Ptioto 
HARD TIME: Slobodan 
Milosevic listens to the case 
against him at the Hague. 
In one massacre in Bosnia, said 
prosecutor Geoffrey Nice, Serb 
forces promised safety to 45 fam- 
ily members in a Red Cross vehi- 
cle, and instead locked them in a 
house and set it ablaze. "They 
were burnt alive, and the baby's 
screams were heard for two hours 
before it, too, succumbed," he 
said. 
Milosevic is expected to give a 
spirited response Wednesday to 
the prosecution's six-hour state- 
ment. He has refused to recognize 
the tribunal or appoint a lawyer, 
and has launched separate pro- 
ceedings to fight his detention. 
Millions of people across the 
Balkans watched the opening day 
on television. For some, like 
Munira Subasic, 63, in the 
Bosnian town of Srebrenica, a 
trial in the immaculate confines 
of the U.N. war crimes tribunal in 
the Netherlands fell short of 
expectations. "The Hague is too 
good for him," said Subasic, who 
lost her only son, her husband 
and several other relatives in the 
1995 Srebrenica massacre. 
Opening a case that took years 
to prepare, chief prosecutor Carla 
Del Ponte said Milosevic was con- 
sumed by his thirst for power. 
"An excellent tactician, a 
mediocre strategist, Milosevic did 
nothing but pursue his ambition 
at the cost of unspeakable suffer- 
ing inflicted on those who 
opposed him or represented a 
threat for his personal strategy of 
power." she told the three robed 
judges. 
All his actions were "in the ser- 
vice of his quest for power," the 
Swiss prosecutor said, speaking a 
combination of French and 
English. Now and then Milosevic 
glanced and nodded at support- 
ers among the packed public 
gallery behind a wall of bullet- 
proof glass. 
In previous court appearances, 
he refused to wear headphones 
providing him with the transla- 
tion of proceedings into his native 
Serbian language. On Tuesday, a 
loudspeaker set up in front of his 
desk gave him no choice but to 
listen. 
Brand New 
Apartments and Houses 
524 N. Enterprise St. 
Close to campus! 
1 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C 
Starting at M50/mo. 
Bentwood Subdivision 
1453,1454,1459,1460 Brookwood Dr. 
4 Bedroom, Unfurnished, 2 car garage 
Lease 8/15/02-8/12/03 
Starting at $1400/mo. 
GKKNMIAR, INC. 
44S EAST WOOSTER ST. » 352-0717 
Towers 




'Regular Menu items still Available 
Call Mains Services Event line for more info. 
372-0996 
Some Christians held at 
detainee base in Cuba 
By Lisa). Adams 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
GUANTANAMO BAY 
NAVAL BASE, Cuba — Some 
of the detainees at this 
American base are not 
Muslim but Christian, U.S. 
military officials say, describ- 
ing inmates as members of a 
"global community" who in 
some cases may be sympa- 
thetic to groups other than 
the Taliban or al-Qaida. 
"I personally did not 
expect... some of the nations 
that are represented in Camp 
X-ray," U CoL Bill CosteUo, a 
spokesman for the joint task 
fone in charge of the deten- 
tion camp, said Tuesday. 
Since the first prisoners 
arrived from Afghanistan just 
over a month ago, the num- 
ber of nationalities repre- 
sented has risen from a 
handful to at least 26, with a 
dozen or more languages 
and dialects spoken. 
The military is now holding 
254 men in cells with walls of 
chain-link fence at the naval 
base in eastern Cuba A hand- 
ful of translators flown in to 
help interrogate the 
detainees and convey their 
needs has expanded to about 
two dozen linguists. 
U.S. officials have not 
named all the countries of 
Associated Press Plwlo 
SHACKLED: A detainee is led by military police after being interrogated by officials at Camp X-Ray. 
origin, citing security concerns 
and requests from governments. 
"If I could release the 26 coun- 
tries that have been affected by 
the al-Qaida, some of those coun- 
tries may be shocking to people 
— the languages, the various 
backgrounds," CosteUo said. He 
added, "There is a global commu- 
nity out at Camp X-ray." 
The majority arc Muslim, but 
there are Christians among them, 
CosteUo said. 
Another spokesman, Maj. 
Stephen Cox, said earlier that 
there were "other religions" in 
addition to the Muslim faith, 
implying that there are al least 
three represented at Camp X-ray. 
In the most detailed break- 
down, a senior Pentagon official 
said last week that when there 
were 158 detainees at the camp, 
they included about 50 Saudis, 
about 30 Yemenis, about 25 
Pakistanis, eight Algerians, three 
Britons and small numbers from 
Egypt, Australia, France, Russia, 
Belgium, Sweden and other 
countries. 




t—fc Gifts — 
Hours Mull.. IVul  Fi i &Sal 10-6 
files & I Inns 10 'I. Sun Jmcrl 
• (good 'Home Company 
"Products for tfte ('itr/i 
and home 
• Tint Chocolates 
• C71/T 'Baskets 
• Qreat Valentine's 'Day 
Qifts 
i Large Selection 
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY 
12(1 S. Main Si  353.9999 
EARN EXPERIENCE & 
A PAYCHECK! 
Student Publications is now accepting 
applications for a sales account executive. 
1 Great earning potential        #£4 
Flexible hours /*Bl*^ 
1 Valuable sales experience   LMJ_J 
Students must have excellent communication 
skills, be highly motivated and have own trans- 
portation. The position runs March-May. 
Stop by 204 West Hall for an application, 
or call Tonya at 372-0430 for more information. 
Advising Fair 
& Open House 
For IPC and Journalism 
majors/minors/ and pre-majors 
T 
7-9 pm Wednesday, Feb. 13 
121 West Hall 
Get answers to advising 
or course requirement questions 
in IPC and Journalism 
Receive resume, resume tape 
and portfolio advice 
Meet representatives from 
student media organizations 
Learn about internship and involvement 
opportunities on and off campus 
Meet faculty and staff in IPC, 
Journalism and Student Publications 
Talk to graduates about career-starting tips 
Win door prizes and enjoy pizza and drinks 
Tour student media offices 
SPONSORED BY: 
School of Communication Studies & 
Office of Student Publications 
BGSU 
LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With US! 
517 E. REED   Al Tburstin One Bedroom. I Bath. 
Furnished or Unfurnished. 
School Year   Two Person Rale - $540 00 
One Year    Two Person Rale - S450.00 
521 E. MERRY- Close lo OITenhaue r 
Furnished one bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685 00 
One Year ■ TWo Person Rale - $570 00 
45J.TUUBSTJX1- Across from Offenhauer 
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath 
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00. 
One Year- One Person Rate  $340.00 
505 CLOUC1I - Campus Manor 
Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $650 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $560.00 
44IMSS S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum or Unfurn. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $420 00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $370 00 
720 SECOND  One Bedroom Furnished. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $420 00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $365.00 
707. 711. 715, 719, 723, 787 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished 
School Year   Furnished - One Person   $395.00 
One Year - Furnished   One Person   $350 00 
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Fum or Unfurn. 
School Year   Furnished - Two Person   $590 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person   $475 00 
825 THIRD   One Bedroom Furnished. I Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate • $450.00 
One Year - One Person Rale - $400 00 
701 FOURTH   Two Bedroom Furnished, 
I Bath Plus Vanity in BR 
School Year  Two Person Rate   $620 00 
One Year - Two Person Rale - $520 00 
649 SIXTH  Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity in Hall 
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rale - $560.00 
One Year-Furnished - Two Person Rale   $470 00 
707 SIXTH  Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall 
School Year -Furnished   Two Person Rate - $545.00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $460 00 
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher, I Bam Plus Vanity 
School Year   Furnished - Two Person Rate - $610 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510 00 
840860 SIX III     Ru<k Ledge Manor 
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale - $640.00 
One Year - Furnished   Two Person Rate   $530 00 
818 SEVENTH   Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall 
School Year   Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Ferson Rate   $450 00 
841 EIGHTH Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished 
School Year-Two Person Rate- $550 00 
One Year- Two Person Rate-$470.O0 
724 S. Colin*  Cambridge Commons 
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640 00 
One Year   Two Person Rate - $530 00 
We have many other units available Stop In the Rental 
Office for a complete brochure.. 
Call JOHN MAMOVE 
KIM ESTATE. INC. 
Rental Office 354 2260 4 
Im Your (omriiii'im- \\v Air liKalrd    l|[^|"|~"| 
\i 319 I   Woostei Street, across .   ' ~~ 







third in MAC poll 
BGSUFAICONS COM 
CLEVELAND — defending 
Mid-American Conference 
tournament champion Kent 
State and Ball State, last year's 
regular season champion, 
have been tabbed to win their 
respective divisions of the 
baseball season in the MAC, 
announced by the league 
office Monday. Last year's East 
Division champion Bowling 
Green was picked to finish 
third. 
BG received two first place 
votes and 69 points. The 
Falcons, who won the division 
for the third time in four sea- 
sons, return 20 letterwinners 
from a team that finished 36- 








NFL: MARYLAND COACH WILL NOT CONSIDER BUCS JOB. PAGE 10 
"Papa Cass" 
Two o'clock p.m. on NBC. 
Somewhere in this fabled land, a 
skeleton sledder is hurtling down 
an ice chute at 80 mph with his 
chin two inches above the sur- 
face. The mere suggestion that 
someone might get decapitated 
in the name of athletic competi- 
tion makes for good viewing, but 
what's on the tube? Days of Our 
Children. All My Lives. All My 
Days Of Our Children of Our 
General Hospital Lives. 
Whatever. 
Which seems to reflect the atti- 
tude of the host nation of theXK 
Olympic Winter Games. We 
paraded our colors out Friday 
night. We got the entire 1980 U.S. 
hockey team to light the torch. 
We shoveled the pomp and cir- 
cumstance as high as a Utah 
snow drift. Then, we fell asleep, 
got up Saturday morning, and 
poured over tile comics at break- 
fast. 
This isn't the first week of the 
Olympics. It's the first week of the 
football off-season. Most of our 
exposure to the Olympics is lim- 
ited to snippets of ESPN's Trey 
Wingo and NBC's Bob Costas 
puttering on about the day's 
events in wrap-up shows. 
After Sept. 11, much of the 
world stood by us or at least 
voiced their support for us in our 
hour of need. It seems we are 
having a hard time repaying 
them in some small measure by 
being a courteous host for two 
weeks. By courteous, I don't 
mean purring a mint on their pil- 
low before bed every night. I 
mean actually paying sincere 
attention to them, even in sports 
like curling that Americans, on 
the whole, don't care much 
about 
Incidentally, if you want to see 
things like curling and cross- 
country skiing, tune into the CBC 
station out of Windsor. Channel 
nine on local cable. If you want to 
have a good chance of seeing the 
Olympics outside of prime time 
at all. check the CBC 
That's Canadian Broadcasting 
Company. As in not American. If 
you want a true flavor of these 
games as international competi- 
tion and not just events that 
include American athletes, you 
have to go across the border to 
get back into this country. 
It wouldn't be such a problem 
if the games were in Norway or 
Japan and most events were tak- 
ing place in the middle of the 
night local time. But these are 
right in our backyard. 
The prevailing attitude seems 
to be to wake us up if Tonya 
Harding comes back and has her 
bodyguard injure another skater. 
If it isn't dirt, or at least dirty girls 
in short skirts. Americans seem 
to yawn when it comes to 
Olympic competition. 
These are athletes living their 
dreams Maybe the action isn't 
always fast-paced, but the 
Olympics are two straight weeks 
of the culmination of athletic 






BOWLINE SREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Where Eagles dare to fly 
Mm Schooler BGNem 
SKY HIGH: BG's Len Matela goes up for shot against Marshall Saturday at Anderson Arena. The 
Falcons won, 83-60. 
Eastern Michigan 
basketball tries to 
play spoiler for BG 
tonight at Anderson 
Arena 
ByNKkHurm 
THE BG MEWS 
Right now, there is only one 
motto for Bowling Green: If the 
Falcons win, then someone else 
around the Mid-American 
Conference is losing. 
It's too early to determine 
where Bowling Green will find 
itself come MAC Tournament 
time. There's a small shot that 
Kent State could hit a wall, allow- 
ing the Falcons to make up a 
three-game lead and capture an 
East Division championship. 
More realistically though, BG is 
in a cat and dog fight with Miami 
and Ohio to grab the No. 3 seed 
and earn a MAC first-round bye. 
For now, all the Falcons can do to 
control their own destiny is put 
Ws in the win column. 
Eastern Michigan is next on 
the list for the Falcons with a 7 
p.m. engagement at Anderson 
Arena tonight And if the Falcons 
(18-5, 8-4) win, then someone 
around the MAC is losing. It 
could be Kent State, who has an 
805 bout with Northern Illinois 
Or maybe Ohio, who is only a 
half-game behind the Falcons 
The Bobcats host Central 
Michigan. First the Falcons have 
to focus on the Eagles (5-19, 1- 
12), a team that has run into hard 
times in Ypsilanti. 
Eastern bolsters a young 
squad, led by a majority of 
underclassmen. Sophomore 
Ricky Contrill paves the offen- 
sive way for the Eagles. The 
sophomore guard is third in the 
league in scoring, averaging just 
over 20 points a game. Eastern is 
also a tired squad. Last Saturday, 
they blew a five-point lead with 
just over a minute left and lost in 
overtime to Northern Illinois. 
Their previous outing against 
Western Michigan turned into a 
double-overtime thriller which 
Eastern found itself on the losing 
end of. 
"We're looking for a break," 
said Eastern coach Jim Boone. 
"Things haven't gone our way 
this season. I think we're playing 
some good basketball. We are 
much more competitive and are 
doing the right things to win" 
"They've had so many games 
come down to the wire," said BG 
coach Dan Dakich. "They've had 
some tough breaks." 
The Falcons are coming off 
their own marathon stretch in 
which they played five games in 
10 days. BG won four out of the 
five games during that stretch. In 
their last two games, the Falcons' 
post game and bench has 
emerged to give the team a sec- 
ond option besides senior guard 
Keith McLeod. The Falcons' 
shooting has been solid in those 
two games, with 59.6 and 61.2 
percent field goal percentages 
against Ohio and Marshall 
respectively. 
"It was good for the team to 
win two games where McLeod 
didn't have to pour in 30," 
Dakich said. 
Despite McLeod's eight-point 
performance against Marshall, 
he is still sixth in the nation in 
scoring averaging 23 points per 
game. Fellow guard Brandon 
Pardon is ninth in the country in 
assists at 6.7 per game. 
BG will get even more rest 
time after Eastern, getting the 
weekend off to prepare for 
Toledo Monday on the road. 
88.1 FM WBGU 
Tonight: Men's basketball 
vs. Eastern Michigan, tip- 
off at 7 p.m. with Erik Bell 
and Brian George. 
Ziggy Zoombas pregame 
show at 6:30. 
Women's soccer signs 10 
for 2002 recruiting class 
By Joel Hammond 
1HE BG HEWS 
Whoever says that the off-sea- 
son is time for rest and relax- 
ation never met a collegiate ath- 
letics coach. 
A week after football coach 
Urban Meyer announced his 
recruits for this fall, women's 
soccer coach Andy Richards 
announced a class of his own on 
Monday. 
"We're very excited about the 
entire group of signees," 
Richards said. "If you look 
through the resumes of our new 
players, there is a lot of quality in 
the group. They will bring some 
much-needed quality and depth 
and enhance what we've already 
got" 
The second-year coach, along 
with his assistant Ashlce On, 
also in her second year, 
announced their signing of 10 
players to national letters of 
intent: Molly Bremen 
(Urbandale, Iowa/Valley), Leslie 
Dawley (WesterviUe, 
Ohio/Thomas Worthington), 
Keeley Dayton (Tucson, 
Ariz./Canyon Del Oro), Leah 
Eggleton (Fairiield, 
Ohio/Fairfield), Allie Failor 
(Perrysburg, Ohio/Perrysburg), 
Samantha Meister (Cincinnati, 
Ohio/Northwest), Megan Rapp 
(Dublin, Ohio/Bishop 
Watterson), Natalie Sampiller 
(Batavia, Ill./Batavia), Julie 
Trundle (Medina, Ohio/Medina) 
and Ashley Wentzel (Mason. 
Ohio/Mason). 
The group includes four rnid- 
1* photo BGNtws 
SENIOR: The new freshman class for women's soccer must help replace departing seniors like 
Mandy Smith, right. 
fielder/forwards, two midfield- 
ers, three defenders and one 
goalkeeper. 
"We have some fine student- 
athletes from throughout the 
state, and our influence is begin- 
ning to spread throughout the 
region. Ashlee and I are excited 
to add these kids to our pro- 
gram, and we can't wait for the 
fall to arrive,'' said Richards. 
The announcement of this 
class of players comes after an 
already busy off-season for the 
Falcons. Kristy Coppes, one of 
the eight members of Richards' 
first class that included five 
starters by year's end, tied the 
school record for goals in a single 
season at 12 and scored 26 
points, the second-highest total 
in BG history. 
For her efforts, Coppes was 
named MAC freshman of the 
year. She was also named to the 
Soccer Buzz Qreat Lakes Region 
All-Freshman Team and to the 
All-Ohio. 
Junior Jill Conover was also 
noted for her efforts, being 
named to the Verizon Academic 
All-District IV University 
Division Women's Team. Her 
teammate, graduating senior 
Beth Wechsler, was named to the 
All-Ohio team along with 
Coppes. 
Richards and Orr will look for 
their newest class to bolster a 
team that will lose eight seniors, 
including their three captains, 






CLEVELAND (AP) — 
Cavaliers forward Tyrone Hill 
will probably play in his first 
game this season on Saturday 
against the Chicago Bulls. 
Hill, who has been out all 
season because of back 
spasms, said he hopes to start 
out playing 10-to-15 minutes 
in the first couple of games. 
"I'm a little winded and a 
little rusty," Hill said. "I am 
still not at full strength, but I 
am going to try to play 
against Chicago. I am anx- 
ious to get back." 
Hill, 33, is in his second 
stint with the Cavaliers after 
being traded from 
Philadelphia in August along 
with Jumaine Jones for Matt 
Harpring, Robert Traylor and 
Cedric Henderson. He played 
with Cleveland from 1993-97. 
"Tyrone practiced good the 
last day or two and seems not 
to be having any pain," coach 
John Lucas said. "I would like 
to see him out there, but he is 
not going to see a lot of min- 
utes. Whatever coach Hill 
wants. He's my man. He's 
earned some leeway with me. 
Once he plays his first game, 
though, that goes out the 
window." 
In his 12-year career, Hill 
has averaged 11.7 points and 
92 rebounds. 
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US. mogul skier bumps 
teammate to fourth place 
By Jaime Aron 
IH£ ASSOCIATED PSCSS 
SALT LAKE CITY — The 
"Dinner Roll" wasn't good 
enough to gel Jonny Moseley a 
medal. Travis Mayer doesn't have 
a cool nickname for his best 
move—but he now owns a silver 
medal. 
Mayer finished second in the 
moguls Tuesday, bumping his 
better-known teammate to 
fourth. 
lanne Lahtela of Finland won 
the gold and Richard Gay of 
Prance got the bronze. 
Mayer is a latecomer, having 
competed in just two World Cup 
events before the Salt Lake City 
Games. He thought so little of his 
Olympic chances that late last 
year he told his family not to buy 
tickets. 
Moseley, the gold medal win- 
ner at the 1998 Olympics, 
superbly executed his signature 
move and had a nearly flawless 
run. 
Also Tuesday, Picabo Street 
foiled in her bid to become the 
first American woman to win 
three Olympic skiing medals as 
Carole Montillet of France won 
the gold in the downhill, with 
Isolde Kostner of Italy taking the 
silver and Renate Goetschl of 
Austria the bronze. 
There was controversy in fig- 
ure skating Monday night over 
the judges' decision to give the 
gold in pairs to Elena Berezhnaya 
and Anton Sikharulidze of Russia 
instead of Jamie Sale and David 
PeUetier of Canada On Tuesday, 
the dispute continued. 
"When Jamie and David fin- 
ished skating I thought. "That was 
easy, they made it easy," Sally 
Rehorick, head of the Canadian 
delegation and former Olympic 
skating judge, said at a news con- 
ference. "So I certainly think it's 
bad for judging." 
In the first event Tuesday, a trio 
of Russian women's cross-coun- 
try skiers almost pulled off anoth- 
er sweep, only to have their 
E AnocUtm Press 
AIRBORNE: U.S. skier Jonny Moseley jumps during the men's freestyle qualification race yesterday in 
Park City, Utah. Moseley finished fourth in the men's freestyle finals race. 
triple-victory party crashed by 
Bcnle Skari of Norway. 
Olga Danilova took silver and 
reigning world cup champion 
Julija Tchepalova got the bronze. 
Their teammate, Larissa 
Lazutina. was fourth. 
On Monday, U.S. snowboard - 
ers continued thrusting them- 
selves and their radical sport to 
the forefront of these games as 
Ross Powers, Danny Kass and |.J. 
Thomas took gold, silver and 
bronze in the halfpipe. 
The sweep in the halfpipe 
marked the first time Americans 
took all three medals in an event 
since men's figure skating in 1956. 
The power of their snowboard - 
ing sweep was best illustrated at 
the medals ceremony, when 
three U.S. flags were raised side- 
by-side. 
"It was pretty cool," said Kass, 
the 19-year-old poster boy for 
this X ('..nnrs crossover sport. 
"Everybody was psyched." 
The trio left the medals podi- 
um to chants of "USA!" then 
stirred up the crowd by tossing 
out their baseball caps 
And what about their bou- 
quets of yellow roses? 
"I saved them for my mom," 
said Powers, smiling. 
Other medals decided Tuesday 
included the men's 15K classical 
cross-country events and men's 
500 meter speedskating. Also, the 
U.S. women face Germany in 
their first hockey game, and ath- 
letes will compete in the 120-kilo- 
meter ski jump, women's luge 
and men's short program figure 
skating. 
Figure skating 
Before the controversy came 
the collision. Sikharulidze and 
Sale smacked into each other in 
warmups, but neither seemed 
affected by it 
Sale and PeUetier were so good 
that fans serenaded them with 
chants of "Six! Six!" when they fin- 
ished — begging the judges to 
give them a perfect score. 
PeUetier even kissed the ice 
before leaving to celebrate 
Instead, they got four 5.9s for 
artistry. Russia got seven, with the 
5.9 from the Chinese judge mak- 
ing the difference, giving the 
country its 11th straight title in 
the event. 
China's Shen Xue and Zhao 
Hongbo won the bronze medal. 
Americans Kyoko Ina and lohn 
Zimmerman finished fifth but 
called their performance "the 
greatest thing we've ever done." 
Luge 
Armin Zoeggeler of Italy won 
gold, Germany's George Hackl 
silver and Markus Prock of 
Austria got bronze. Adam Heidt 
was fourth, just missing 
America's first luge medal in 38 
years. It was still the best singles 
finish in U.S. team history. 
********************************************************** 
Student Specials 
"All  Day,  Everyday" 
Hours! 




Sun:      11 am-1:30am 
3 5 3-7272 
 (pa p a ) 
I w5' '22! (38B>] cash' checks 




11 Large 1 Hem and an order 
I 





IMI1 SQXDS ILm^ftm, 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a ■ ■ ■■ ■ *m 
MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS 
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people) 
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, 
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and 
garbage disposals. 
rnyftYASn 
with coupon for 
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27. 
(Discount taken per unit) 








Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm 
Saturday 9am - 1pm 
Despite record, 
tennis improves 
By Zach Baker 
THE BG  MEWS 
wbmens tennis coach Penny 
Dean is very pleased with the 
improvement of her youthful 
squad this season. Now, she 
hopes that improvement will 
translate into more victories. 
The Falcons are coming off a 
6-1 loss to DePaul last Saturday 
in Toledo, and they are now I -5 
in the season. 
"We have been playing some 
really excellent tennis," said 
Dean. "Vie have been very com- 
petitive in several matches, and 
now all we need to do is get 
some wins." 
Dean believes that in order 
for the record to improve, BG 
needs to work on its play in 
doubles. In all of the matches 
they have played in the spring 
season, the Falcons have won 
only one of the doubles points. 
"We will be working on dou- 
bles and trying some different 
combinations," Dean said. "In 
our close matches, it will often 
come down to that." 
Yet, while she sees areas that 
the Falcons need to work on, 
Dean also gave her team praise 
for the strides it has made so far 
this season. She credits the 
whole team for the improve- 
ment she has seen, but she also 
gave praise to some of the indi- 
vidual standouts from the 
squad, particularly junior 
Alyson (label, sophomore Lisa 
Maloneyand freshman Susan 
Schoenberger. 
"Alyson has her drive back 
and has played some very good 
tennis," Dean said. "Lisa has 
really stepped up and has been 
in position to win every match. 
Susan, even though she's 
young, has seen what it takes to 
win and is doing well in singles 
and doubles." 
The Falcons are now off until 
March 2nd, when they play 
Cincinnati on the road. BG will 
not return for a match at home 
until Toledo visits on April 5th. 
U.S. needs to care 
more about Games 
CASSANO, FROM PAGE 8 
reaches the pinnacle, or some- 
body falls just short. The line 
between elation and tears is 
very thin, no matter the sport 
Look at the small sports. For 
your own benefit as much as the 
benefit of the rest of the world. 
Hockey will come. Downhill ski- 
ing has started. If it'steam sports 
and Picabo Street you want, 
you'll get them soon enough. If 
you want another Tonya 
Harding-type scandal with 
backstabbing and betrayal, you 
might wanl to check NBC at 







We are hosting a Monday   night   euchre 
team  player's  tournament. 
Sign  up begins at  7pin each  Monday.  Games 
begin at  8pm and  play ends  @  midnight. 
Each member of the winning team of 
the night us well as for the members of the 
runner up team win  prizes! 
Each Monday night's winning team 
has a seat  for the semi-finals matches played 
Monday  night  April  29th.  2002 starting at 
8pm and a chance to play  in  the  finals  May 
6th. 2002 for the GRAND PRIZE! Call 419- 
353-0988 or slop in  for more details. 
€$¥E 104 S.  Main 353-0988 w M w .easj 5treetcafe.com 
FRLCOTl HOOPS 
/^    THE HOUSE 
Zf    THAT ROARS! 
STUDENTS   ADMITTED 
FREE 




E. MICHIGAN * 7:DOPM 
BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
THURSDAY VS. W. MICHIGAN 
7:DDPM 
WWW.BGSUFALCONS.COM 
Real  WorAd 
Z./\3 
Olscamp Hall 101 
9:00pm 
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Friedgen will stay at Maryland 
The Associated Press 
WITHDRAWAL Ralph Friedgen. the University of Maryland's football coach, anouncing that he will not consider a Buccaneer's offer. 
By DAVID GINSBURG 
IBl  ASSOCKUD PHtSS 
COLLEGE PARK, Md. — 
Maryland's Ralph Friedgen 
withdrew his name from 
consideration for the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers' head 
coaching opening Tuesday. 
Friedgen, fresh olf leading 
Maryland to a 10-2 record in 
his first season as a head 
coach, met with officials of 
the Buccaneers on Monday. 
Friedgen is the latest in a 
series   of  coaches   inter- 
viewed hy the Buccaneers, 
who are seeking a replace- 
ment for Tony Dungy, fired 
last month after the team's 
first-round playoff loss in 
Philadelphia. The Bucs 
already talked to former NFL 
coach Bill Parcells and 
Marvin Lewis. Parcells 
backed away from the offer 
and Lewis, then defensive 
coordinator for the 
Baltimore Ravens, was ulti- 
mately shunned. 
Tlien, less than 24 hours 
BXAE«rHieKAMNOIiePETYQ   =   1'Z 
Greek Sale 
Greek Goods on Sale Save  5 0% 
Save on lav.itiers, ch.irms, officer dangles, candles, cards, frames. 
pins, key rings, earrings 
(In Mock items only    No special orders.Timiled selection) 
We've Open 
moved to ttS\ Mon Sal 
corner of "ffiijp., .,.,• 153-6691 
Poo A Haskim KLEVUKS irm-.I.RY 
;  *   •   O  U I  d   9   II  O   S  K  V   1   I  Ml   J 
GREENBRIAR 
APARTMENTS 
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished 
•Units have dishwashers & 
garbage disposals 
gi6 & 522 E. Merry Avenue 
$625 - $725 mo. + electric 
Field Manor Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
425 East Court Street 
$700/mo + gas & electric 
$150.00 OFF 
Discount taken per unit 
expires on 3/1/02 
DEPOSIT 
after speaking with the sons 
of Bucs owner Malcolm 
Glazer, Friedgen announced 
that he was staying put. 
"It's very flattering to be 
considered after so many 
years of not being consid- 
ered," said Friedgen, a long- 
time assistant before being 
hired by Maryland. "We have 
a long way to go here. I know 
what I have here. Sometimes 
you don't know what you'll 
nave in other places." 
Friedgen, speaking in a 
news conference at the uni- 
versity, said he was never 
formally offered the Bucs 
job, and never discussed 
financial terms with the 
Glazers. But he said he 
agreed to the meeting out of 
curiosity. 
"It's something you have 
to look into from a monetary 
standpoint," he said. 
But after meeting with his 
players early Tuesday morn- 
ing, Friedgen said he decid- 
edto stay at Maryland. 








• Thomas the 
tank engine 
• + Much More 
We   ea^t*   a-   -P«Jjf  J<TK 
Woodland Mall • 354-2307* 
J   w/ BGSU ID £ 
"/ Every Tuesday^" 
AT NEWVE 
Rtnlab 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS: 
315-1/2 S. Main Street:  Wood Deck 
507 E. Merry:  Across from Campus. 
FREE WATER & SEWER 
THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT: 
317 S. Main Street: 
Located close to 
downtown 
352-0717    •    445 E. WOOSTER 
NEWL9VE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St. (Our Only Office) 
352-5620 
www.newloverealty.com 
Tiger Woods to 
break cut record 
By DOUG FERGUSON 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Tiger Woods is 33 tourna- 
ments away from breaking 
Byron Nelson's record of 113 
consecutive times making the 
cut, a streak that was in seri- 
ous jeopardy last week as 
Woods stood over a slippery, 
6-foot birdie putt on the 18th 
hole. 
Lord Byron never doubted 
he would make it. 
Never mind that the poa 
annua greens at Torrey Pines 
can be bumpy and unpre- 
dictable. Or that the putt had 
just enough right-to-left 
break that Woods had to aim 
outside the hole. Or that his 
confidence had been jolted by 
short misses on his previous 
two holes. 
Nelson, watching the sec- 
ond round of the Buick 
Invitational from his home in 
Texas, knew what to expect. 
"I've watched him play 
since he was 14," Nelson said 
Tuesday morning. "He has the 
ability to make a shot or a 
putt, when he needs it real 
bad, better than anyone I 
know." 
That's why he turned to his 
wife Peggy when Woods lined 
up his do-or-die  putt  and 
said, "Watch this. He's been 
missing the putts. But he'll 
make this one." 
And he did. 
The putt curled into the 
middle of the cup. Woods fin- 
ished with a 77, his third- 
highest score on the PGA Tour 
since turning pro. All that 
mattered, however, was that 
he finished two rounds at 1- 
under 143 and made the cut 
on the number. 
The streak lives. 
Woods has made the cut in 
81 consecutive PGA Tour 
events since he withdrew 
from the seven-month rain 
delay at Pebble Beach in 1998. 
The streak is the fourth- 
longest in tour history, behind . 
Hale Irwin (86), Jack Nicklaus 
(105) and Nelson. 
This is not the kind of streak' 
that  makes  headlines,  like 
when    Woods    won    four' 
straight majors or six straight - 
PGA Tour events. But it's the 
only streak he has going right 
now. 
Three tournaments into the 
season, the only drama. 
Woods has provided is 
whether he gets to stick, 
around to the end. 
Still, it says plenty about his. 
pride. 
If you sleep in a cold room. 
you are more (^ 
133>- 
jf^jtt^A.    2002/2003 LISTING 
"■nwm"",nc    Signing Leases NOW 
Coming For 
August 16th MOVE IN 
Brand New Hillsdale 
1082 FairviewAve. 
2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Townhouses 
Air Condition/Washer/ 
Dryer Hook ups 
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher 
Starting at $680/Mo + Utilities 
Stop by the office al 
1045 N. Main St. 






out be the 
last to know 
The Peregrine Shop 
»-•7" ' 
Hapcy 
Vaier.t'i    ' 







of snack foods 
'charge 
...in the New 
Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union... 
Great gifts for that 
special someone: 
• Stuffed animals 
• Cards 
• Candy 





%Dht you know... \ 
^Apples, not caffeine, * 
«  are more efficient s 
y at waking you up in \ 
■v     the morning... \ 
m-m-m-m app/es/W- 
* \w\ \\   » 
New 
Must See! 
Carry Studio Apartments 
-Ideal for the serious student 
or grad student 
-Fully Furnished 
-25in TV included with 
75 channels 




-Long & short term leases 
available 
-All utitilites included 
-Near campus 
An 
ays between 10-4 
4.3182 
ler Hours and weekends 
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Baseball owners approve sale of Marlins 
By Ronald Blum 
I HE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK — Baseball own- 
ers approved the sales of the 
Florida Marlins and Montreal 
Expos on Tuesday, setting the 
stage for the teams to hire new 
managers and front offices just 
three days before spring training 
starts. 
lohn Henry, whose group was 
given approval last month to 
buy the Boston Red Sox for $660 
million from the lean R. Yawkey 
Trust, is selling the Marlins to 
leffrey Loria for $158.5 million. 
Loria is selling the Montreal 
franchise to Baseball Expos LI' 
— a Delaware limited partner- 
ship owned by the other 29 
teams — for $120 million, with 
the commissioner's office loan- 
ing him the difference between 
the prices. 
Even though the sales won't 
officially close until later this 
week, baseball commissioner 
Bud Selig immediately 
announced a new management 
team for the Expos: team presi- 
dent Tony Tavares, vice presi- 
dent and general manager 
Omar Minaya and manager 
Frank Robinson. 
Jeff Torborg, who had been 
the Expos' manager, was expect- 
ed to be hired later Tuesday as 
the Marlins' manager, and Larry 
Beinfest, who had been 
Montreal's interim general man- 
ager, was to become the Marlins' 
GM. 
Loria will become the third 
owner of the Marlins, the team 
began play in 1993 and won the 
World Scries in 1997. Founding 
owner H. Wayne Huizenga, frus- 
trated he couldn't get govern- 
ment funding for a new ball- 
park, sold the team to Henry in 
1999. 
"Our commitment to the 
Marlins and to the South Florida 
community is complete," Loria 
said. "Our intent is to succeed by 
doing whatever is necessary to 
ensure that the fans will enjoy a 
relationship with the Marlins for 
generations to come." 
Baseball owners originally 
intended to fold the Expos and 
Minnesota Twins to teams that 
also have failed to gain govern- 
I THE CAMPUS EUZZZZZZ 
m Bee a part of The Campus Buzz! We are looking for: • Writers 
• Photographers 
Contact: Chasity Lester, Editor @ 372-6968 
Sereses721@yahoo.com 
ment funding for new ballparks, 
but a Minnesota judge issued an 
injunction that forced the Twins 
to honor their 2002 lease at the 
Metrodome. 
The ownership changes in 
Boston and Florida left the 
Expos with no owner, leading 
the commissioner's office to 
take the unprecedented step of 
operating a major league team 
for an entire season. 
"1 am very pleased with the 
management team that we have 
assembled," Selig said in a state- 
ment. "They have long experi- 
ence in the game, and they are 
first rate in every way. Now that 
they are in place, they will have 
the authority to operate the club 
with complete autonomy." 
The Associated Press 
APPROVED: Florida Marlins owner John Henry takes questions. 
Are you a Night Owl? 
You're in luck! The BG News is currently looking for a Graphic Design/VCT major 
interested in filling a night shift production worker position. The hours are from 
8:30 pm to 12:30 am on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays. Applicants must be 
experienced in QuarkXPress, have basic Photoshop skills and be familiar with 
working in a server based computer environment. Duties include Ad 
Creation/Alteration, Manual Paste-Up and Proofing. 
If interested. Call 372-2494 between the hours 
of 3 pm & 12 Midnight. 
If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP. 
Nike Uavies 
Ukundaye 
Yoruba Textile Artist, Art 
Advocate, Teacher, Founder of 
Nike Centre for Art & Culture 
from 
Nigeria, West Africa 
Will give a 
Lecture/Presentation 
TONIGHT 
Fine Arts 204 
6:00 pm 
undlnf (or thl* rwnt hu bwn prmtdWd by TrwSthool ol An. Dlvuionof Art Hiunry. AIM of Flbrrt, 
Mnlii i Or. It. African* SiudlM and African* Heritage, and the Eihnk Cultural Am Program 
Monday February 11 ^Monday February 18 
Two exciting parts of this hearty week! 
I. YOU can participle: 
PM»- A- HMrl' 
•Talk to someone new in classes Of on the street while passing your heart* 
•Pass your heart* lo someone different from you in culture, mobility. 
age. or stage 
•Smtle and say HII TO EVERYBODY 
2. Your ORGANIZATION can participate 
•Be creatrve-invent your own Open Your Heart Acts of 
Kindness event 
(i e . Do a Campus Community Proiect Pass a heart" 
and meet lots ol individuals) 
*YeanrNt(wrts will be auallabjfjftt over 
campusWs^pringboartkffnice (219 
If you haue questlfns, please contact 
Springboard at 372-9815, or 
372-9504, or 372-1804 
Remember that you are dust... 
Ash Wednesday Services 
At St. Thomas More 
8:00 AM Mass 
12:15 PM Prayer Service 
In the Community Room of 
Chapman Residence Hall 
7:00 PM Mass 
9:15 PM Prayer Service 
Sponsor**) by St ITKHTUU More Unlwrsily Parish and the: Catholic IVmnan Club 
A SALUTE 
TO THE MOVIES 
Lights. Camera. Army. Visit your local Army recruiting station 
for the chance to win tree movie tickets to a nearby participat- 
ing movie theater. And check out over 200 ways you can become 
AN ARMY OF ONE. 
»LOCATION: Bowling Green Army Recruiting Station 
161 BE. Wonder St., Suite H 
Bowling Green. OH 
» DATE: Mon.- Fri.. 
9AM-5PM 
» CONTACT: Bowling Green Army 
Recruiting Station 
419-352-7541 
loirmy.com OTODI p**io»Mf*us ^m AJinghn 
inwM HuiI bt 16-M to Mm Ho crl * o»|*hen la mttt 
Sff Retnitlti lot coot til iwtn Ml ARMY OF MC 
SPECIAL RATES FOR 




...would like to offer $50 special 
university rates for all department guests. 
We offer quality rooms and 
the best service In town! 
CALL FOR THIS SPECIAL OFFER! 
Located across 
iaiity from campus 
I s"'"'    for reservations call... 35c-c5c.\ 
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR 
HOUSING NEEDS! 
Leases available for 2002-2003 
Fox Run • Haven House Manor 
Piedmont • Birchwood Place 
Mini Mall * Small Buildings 
Frontier Housing • Houses 
U residents receive a membership 
to Cherrywood Health Spa! 
Indoor healed swimming pool.sauna.HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete 
exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities 
CL 
530 Maple • 352-9378 
Mon-Fn. 8-12,1-4:30 i^2 ^£i 
t*i an Apartment l{ou II I CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS! 
at  NETOVE        ■ 
Rentals 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS: 
Large furnished apartments across from 
■n» 
Campus. 
FREE WATER & SEWER 
ied w/ p atio or 
3<D9 Huglh Stow*!*: 
Unfurnished or furnish  
balcony. 
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St. (our only office) 352-5620 
www. newloverealty.com 
MATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 
• Heal included 
• New kitchens with brand new 
appliances including dishwashers 
• Oak cabinets 
• New vinyl floors 
• New air conditioning 
• Laundry facilities in all buildings 
• Ample parking 
• Convenient location, easy access 
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6 
• Guaranteed maintenance 
• Serene, park-like setting 
• Adjacent to BGSU 
300 Napoleon Road in Howling Green 
(419) 352-6335 
SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online 
Visit us at villagegreen.com <$» 
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Looking to Sell 
That Fancy 
Sports Car You 
Have Stashed 
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Campus Events Travel Personals Wanted 
NIKEDAVIESOKUNDAYE 
YORUBA TEXTILE ARTIST 
From Nigeria. West Africa 
Will give a lecture presentation 
Wed. Feb 13 9 6pm Fine Arts 204 
Travel 
Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica, Can- 
cun, Bahamas, Acapulco and Flori- 
da. Join Student Travel Services, 
Americas 11 Student Tour Operator 
Up to $100 off certain hotels. Group 
organizers can travel free. Informa- 
tion/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849 
nr www.ststravel.com 
Services Offered 
1 month unlimited tanning $30. 
Booths & beds. All new bulbs 
Campus Tanning. 352-7889. 
Fletta Hair Fashions 
Cuts, coloring, perms. 
Tanning 10 visits $20 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
*1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Bahamas. Florida. 
Best Prices! Space is limited!!! 
1-800-234-7007 
www.enOlesssununertours.com 
SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica, 
S Padre & Florida BEST Motels, 
FREE parlies, LOWEST prices! 
www breakerstravel.com 
(800) 985-6789 
Get 20% off all haircuts, perms. 
color, highlights and acrylic nails. 
with Ann only. Mane Style Salon 
419-353-6263. 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 
354-4673   BG Pregnancy Center 
LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS: 
Paid Summer Internships 
Jr or Sr EducSoc.Wk.Rec.Mktg, 
HR,PR,CS,MIS,IPC,Writing,Fin,His 
tory or others to work at Nonprofit 
Orgs. Apply ©Co-op. 
310 Saddlemire Student Services 
372-2451 Deadline Febuary 13th!! 
Personals 
Campus Events 




SPRING BREAK 2002 Cancun.Ja- 
maica. Barbados. Bahamas. Aca- 
pulco.Padre and Florida FREE 
MEALS for limited time!1 FREE par- 
ties.drinks and exclusive events! 
Organize group. Travel FREEMVisit 
www SUNSPLASHTOURS com 
Call 1-800-426-7710 
Confidential Eating Disorder Support 
Group. Women & men at all stages 
of recovery. Confidential, interactive 
discussions. Every Wednesday from 
4:30-6:30 pm, Women's Center, 
107 Hanna Hall. Call Judy Miller at 
372-7426 for more information 
LOVE YOUR GENES. 
NOT YOUR JEANS! 
The Great Jeans Giveaway is here1 
From February 2-28. 2002, you can 
help out local chanties by cleaning 
out your closet! Bring us your old 
jeans or other clothes that don't fit to 
the following collection spots: resi- 
dence halls, the Union lobby on Feb 
14 and 21 from 11am-2pm. or to the 
Health Center in room 170 
On-Cue 
CD's, cassettes, movies, computer 
games, books, and much more* 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
"Summer subleasers needed for 2 
bdrm apt $490/mo + elec 
Call 354-8580 
2 subleasers needed May 13 
2 bedroom apt. $225 month 
Call 353-3998 
2-3 female subleasers needed 
May-August 
Call 352-2143. 
If you are looking for 2 subleasers 
Fall semester 02. call 373-1877 
Spacious   1   bdrm  apt.  downtown. 
Sublsr. wanted immed. Possibility 
of   rental   tor   next   school   year 
$375/mo. Call Kirk Lahey 352-1584 
Subleaser needed. Nice, furnished 1 
bedroom. 815 4th St «3. Call Eric 
353-1641 
Subleasers needed May 2002 / 
August 2002. 3bdrm 216 1/2 
Manville 353-1996 
Wanted: Roommate ASAP. Own 
bed/bathroom. $250+utilities+ 
deposit. Call Sarah at 3530620. 
X»Q<yyy^wxyyyxvyvxWx^^ 
We're filling up fast...Get your apartment 
for next year before it's too late!!! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third St. 
702 Third St.     - 
839 Fourth St. 
Charlestown Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
TAKE $25 OFF 
j. each months rent for the full term of the lease if 




Houses for Rent: 
702 E. Wooster 
702 </i E. Wooster 
122 '/; Frazee Ave. 
702 <h Sixth St. 
704 I/J Sixth St. 
Call or stop by our office today! 
Mid Am Management 
641 Third #4 BG 
352-4380 
"Time is 
running out II 
Are you an Undergraduate 
Student Organization? 
Are your Budget Request 
Forms turned in? 
Do Not Miss the Deadline! 
All Budget Request forms are due in the 
Office of Campus Involvement 401 
Bowen-Thompson Union by 






Ethnic   Cultural  Arts  Program 
Call  For  Proposals 
The  Bowling  (irtcn  State  Univ.  Ethnic  Cultural   Arts   Program  IKCAFI 
announces a university-wide call  for proposals.  As a funding organization.  ECAP 
sponsors the  production  of multi-ethnic  and  multicultural  arts events  through a 
competitive grant  request  procedure. 
All BGSU students, faculty, organizations, and departments, are eligible to request 
funding through ECAPfor ethnic and multicultural arts events. Those request- 
ing  funds  are  encouraged   to  keep  the   following  ECAP   goals  in   mind: 
ECAP supports high quality  ethnic  and  multicultural 
arts projects  involving  professional  or student  artist*. 
ECAP promotes endeavors that  involve audiences 
across disciplines  and across age and class distinctions 
ECAP focuses  its  attnetion to distribution of resources 
among a range or race and ethnic orientations. 
ECAP seeks broader BGSU community audiences for 
ethnic  and multicultural  events through emphasis on 
promotion  and  planning 
ECAP supports activities on the  BGSU campus and in 
the city of Bowling Green: activities in the wider 
community can be supported  if they connect in  an 
obvious way to BGSU and local community 
ECAP proposal inlormation, is available through the Libraries & Learning Resources at 160 
Jerome Library or contact the Director ot ECAP, Mary Wrighten at 372-7897 
Deadlines tor submitting the proposals throughout the 2002 spring semester are: 
March 1, tor event occurring after April 1, 2002 
April 15. for events occurring after May 15. 2002 
Proposals, which do not meet theses deadlines, will no! be considered 
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program 
The ECAP Executive Committee consists of the following individuals: 
Lillian Ashcraft-Bason.  Hisiors 
Brad Clark. Theatre 
Elizabeth Cole. College of A&S 
David Garcia.  Lalina Networking 
David  Harnish.  Music 
Myra Merrill,  Music  Performance 
Jacqueline  Nathan.  Art 
Laurie  Rodgcrs,  Ethnic Sludics 
Val  Rnhy.  English 
Mary  Wrighten.  Library 
Opportune Zongo.  Romance  Languages 







Mon. Feb. 11 
thru Fri. Feb IS 
Time: 
70am - 6pm 
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372-2343 
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Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted 
PART TIME MILLER 
THE HISTORIC 
ISAAC LUDWIG MILL 
The Metroparks ol the Toledo Area 
is looking for a Miller to work part- 
time in the historic Isaac Ludwig Mill 
in Providence Metropark's Canal 
Experience in Grand Rapids, Ohio. 
The Miller will maintain, operate and 
demonstrate the water-powered mill 
m order to provide park visitors with 
an educational experience and an 
understanding ot the historical 
significance if milling early America. 
The successful candidate will have 
experience operating historic milling 
machinery and making parts for 
same, sawmilling equipment, and a 
stationary boiler Candidates must 
also be able to organize and carry 
out mechanical repairs in the mill, 
and to successfully interpret period 
milling, and life during Ohio's 
Canal era. This position is part-time 
and will work up to 35 hrs. a week 
not to exceed 1820 hrs. per year. 
Mid-April through mid-November 
work week is Wednesday through 
Sunday & holidays.Mid-November- 
through Mid-April up to 35 hrs. a 
week, may include Saturday and 
Sunday. Applications will be 
accepted until position is filled. Ap- 
ply at Administrative Office. Wild- 
wood Metropark, 5100 W. Central 
Ave., Monday through Friday 9 a.m. 
to noon and 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Resume required. EOE 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT INTERN 
The Metroparks of the Toledo Area 
are seeking a qualified applicant for 
a 2-year internship to complete plan- 
ning designs and construction draw- 
ings, specifications, cost estimates, 
fieldwork, and construction supervi- 
sion. Requirements include gradua- 
tion from an accredited school with a 
bachelor's degree in landscape ar- 
chitecture; proficiency using comput- 
ers. Auto CAD and ArcView; experi- 
ence in land surveying; written and 
verbal communication skills. Must 
have a valid driver's license., be in 
physical condition to perform as- 
signed fieldwork. Location 
Wildwood Preserve Metropark 
-Administrative Office and fieldwork 
Applications with resume will be ac- 
cepted beginning February 11, 2002 
continuing until position is filled. Ap- 
ply   al  'id   Administration  Offices, 
Wildwood Metropark. 5100 W. Cen- 
tral  Ave.,  Monday  through  Friday, 
830  am.-noon  and  2  p.m.-  4:30 
p.m. EOE/AA. 
$250 a day potential 
Bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 541. 
Computer clerk 
Must know Windows. Will train. 
868-883-3030. 
Attention all students! Local office of 
international firm is hiring immedi- 
ately full/part-time in customer 
sales/service. $14.15 base/appt. 
Guaranteed pay. Flexible around 
classes. Call immediately 419-874- 
1327. www.workforstudent8.com 
Bartenders needed. Earn up to $250 
per day. No exp necessary. Call 
(866)291-1884 ext. 423. 
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-North- 
east Pennsylvania (6/19-8/17/02) 
Children's sleep-away camp. If you 
love children and want a caring, fun 
environment we need female staff 
for; Tennis. Golf, Gymnastics, Swim- 
ming, Team Sports. Cheerleading, 
Ropes, Drama. Waterskiing, Sailing, 
Ceramics, Photography, Videogra- 
phy, Silkscreen. Drawing & Painting. 
Batik, Printmaking, Sculpture, Callig- 
raphy, Guitar, Piano, Aerobics, Mar- 
tial Arts. Other positions: Group 
Leaders, Administrative, Nurses 
(RN's) On Campus Interviews April 
2nd Apply on-line at 
www.campwaynegirls.com 
or call 1-800-279-3019. 
Consolidated Financial, a local busi- 
ness in Maumee, needs two profes- 
sional individuals to do cold calling 
two nights a week from 7-9PM. This 
is a great opportunity to get some 
experience in the financial services 
industry. The pay will be Sl0/hr. For 
an interview please contact Mike 
Cavallaro 9 (419) 891-3100.   t 
COUNSELORS 
Great Staff - Great Facilities 
Great Experience 
Children's N.Y.S. Co-Ed Resident 
Outdoor Summer Camp 
Catskill Mountains - 2 hours to NYC 
and Albany Waterfront - Climbing 
Wall/Ropes - Creative Arts 
Fitness Instructor - Athletics - 
Mounlam Biking 
June 21st thru August 18th 
Min. 18yearsold 




Flrat Union Securities 
Now Hiring 
Computer Operator 
Applicant should have an intimate 
knowledge of Microsoft Office, and 
an overall knowledge of computers 
and how to troubleshoot computer 
problems. Duties include: data entry, 
client mailings, creating calling re- 
ports, and database management. 
Internships are available. Ideal for 
Freshmen and Sophomores. 
Wages and hours: Flexible. 
Contact: John Lehman or Joe Pino 
at 419-861-9838 
Earn money for spring break nowl 
$14.15 base/appt. Guaranteed pay. 
Great for resume. Work with other 
students. Scholarships/internships 
available. Conditions exist. Call now. 
419-874-1327. www.zf9.com 
Flrtt Union BBS 
Now Hiring 
Part-time Stockbroker Assistant 
Applicant should be interested in be- 
coming a stockbroker. Duties in- 
clude: contacting clients and pros- 
pects on investments, stock/mutual 
fund research, client mailings, and 
computer operations. Internships 
are available. Ideal for Freshmen 
and Sophomores. Wages and 
hours: Flexible. Contact: 
John Lehman or Joe Pino at 
419-861-9838. 
Have Fun - Make Money 
promoting live professional comedy 
At Easystreet Cafe. 
Tuesday nights ®9pm. 352-8242 
Kennel help. Part-time, evenings 
and weekends. Fun job working with 
dogs, cats, and people. Maumee 
Call Rick at 419-893-7218. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in 
Maine,    counselors   to   coach   all 
sports:  tennis, basketball, baseball, 
roller   hockey,   water-sports,    rock- 
climbing, biking, golf. Have a great 
summer. (888)-844-8080 apply at 
www.campceder.com  
SUMMER JOBS 
Female and male counselors need- 
ed for top summer camp in Maine. 
Top Salary, room, board, laundry, 
clothing and travel provided. Must 
love children and have skill in one of 
more of the following activities; arch- 
ery, arts (ceramics, stained glass, 
jewelry), basketball, canoeing, 
kayaking, rowing (crew), dance (tap. 
pointe. jazz), field hockey, golf, gym- 
nastics (instructors), figure skating, 
ice hockey, horseback riding/English 
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital photogra- 
phy, videographer, piano accompan- 
ist, pioneering/camp craft, ropes 
(challenge course) 25 stations, sail- 
ing, soccer, Softball, tennis, theatre 
(technicians, set design, costumer), 
volleyball, water-skiing (slalom, trick, 
barefoot, jumping) W.S.I./swim in- 
structors, windsurfing, also opportu- 
nities for nurses, HTML/web design 
and secretaries. 
Camp Vega For Girls! Come see us 
at wwyy.campvegaiCQm or E-mail us 
at camp_vegadyahoo.com or call 
us for more information at 1-800- 
993-VEGA. We will be on your cam- 
pus for information and to accept 
applications from 10am-3pm, on 
Wednesday, March 6th and Thurs- 
day, March 7th in Student Union 
room 318. No appointment necessa- 
ry. 
CINTIR FOR MULTICULTURAL 
ACADIMICTNITIATIVIS 
presents 
LA M€SA OBZICUA 
M0K7HIY LSCTURS S€RI€S 
The Purpose of 
Black History Month 
from the Perspective of 
Black Popular Culture Studies 
PRESENTER: 
ANGELA M. S. NELSON, PH. D. 
ASSOCIATE PROFFESOR AND UNDERGRADUATE ADVISOR 




Wednesday, February 13, 2002 • 12:30- 1:20 p.m. 
207 Student Union 
For more information, tall Manny Vadtllo. Lecture Series Director at 419.372.2642 
BG News headlines in 1970 read, 
"Booze Barrier Busted." 
rhe campus had been dry since its founding 
in 1910. The town was also "dry" in 1910, 
but voted to reapeal prohibition in 1933. 
ARE YOU READY?, 
SUPER SPECIALS! 










HelnulteApt   413 E. Merry. 
1 BdntVAIr Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts at $410* Utilities 
BRAND NEW 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 











803-815 8tti St. 
2 bedtoom-$560/mo -12 mo. lease 
Laundry facilities orvslte 
+Alr/neat 
The Highlands 
220 Napoleon Rd. 
One bedroom laundry facilities 
in bkJg.. o/c. qutet. 
S425/monlti 
the Homestead 
One and two bedroom, A/C. 
on-slte laundry, ceramic Me. 
soundproof construction, skylghts 
dBhwashere. vaulted cemgs 
From $510/month -12 month lease 
Additional Sites to Choose trom: 
Liberty Street a Summit Hill 
let us help you make a tough 




The Daily Crossword Fix i 
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1"    1 
1 Theater sign (abbr.) 
2 Soda can lid 
3 Medium 
4 Attack from all sides 
5 Slang (abbr) 
6 Unwed lady 
7 Kiln 
8 Fish 
9 Act In response 
to Short measurement 
11 Bread spread 
16 Time zone (abbr) 
18Sow 
20 Bring together 
22 Rye husk 
23 Hearing organs 
25 Responsibility 
27 Having curves 
28 Humdinger (slang) 
29 Red newer 
30 15-year-old 
34 Take away points 
36 Prophetic sign 
37 Haphazard 
39 Area for play 
41 Licoriee-navored 
42 Information 
43 Object of worship 
44 Assistant 
45 Bone 
47 Rowing implement 
49 60s music group 
50 Negative prefix 
53 Steamship (abbr) 
ACROSS 
1 Hack with a knite 
5 California fog 
9 Grande 
12 Rant 
13 Volcanic ash 
14 Enlarge (abbr) 
15 Fat 
17 Porch 
19 Go back 
21 Greek nymph 
22 Strike repeatedly 
24 Negative answer 
25 That (gangster jargon) 
26 Old cloth 
27 Finish 
29 Route (abbr.) 
31 Plural verb 
32 Near 
33 Impersonal pronoun 
34 Female deer 
35 Can province (abbr.) 
36 Excessively 
38 Compass direction (abbr 
39 Grant or Lowell 
40 Southern state (abbr.) 
41 Prayer ending 
42 Serious 
44 Any person 
46 Nose tissue growths 
48 Warning sound 
51 2000 lbs 
52 Stirs 
54 Farm building 
55 Winglike 
56 Sleep eye movement (abbr.. pi.) 
57 Jacket 
ANSWERS 
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Management Inc. 
Coming For August 16th 
MOVE IN 
BRAND NEW HILLSDALE 
1082 Fairview Ave 









Best Prices & Best Parties 
k Can Acapulco, Mazatlan - 
Jamaica. Bahamas 







i^9  sPo, 
LUe haue moued to 
445 East Wooster St. 
(across the streel from Dairy Queen) 




Sat. 9am- 1pm 
; Come in and receive 
:$300    off    vour 
Deposit 
i On   Heinz   Apartments 
8888-  818 North  Enterprise  or 
i                              424  G- 451   Frazee  Hue ,,„.,„., «.»- .  ._. .-.«    pun. s/nt a? 
■ I   II  I   .»  I.   II  U  II   I UIMII       |MI II  II  I   I   | 
tomorrow's traditions start with 
SIGMA    NU    FRAT| 
We're creating a new fraternity at Bowling Green State University and 
our legacy of honor will be crafted by leaders like you. 
If you believe in honor and have the desire to become 
a Founding Father for Sigma Nu Fraternity, 
choose to dream... 
Choose Sigma Nu. 
YOU. 







Now Student I Inion 
creating legacy     of     honor www.sigmanu.org 
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NOW OPEN - CHECK IT OUT! 
(Hi. Hotly Ski Jrip 
HM>I. mi 









Wednesday. Jcbiuaty 13 
aittoon 
Sign up in the Venu Held House 
Land Navigation with ROTC 
Caidwell, OH 
February 22-Febmary 23 
INTRAMURALS 
Men's E> Women's Swim Meet 
entries accepted Feb. 18-27 
Co-Rec Broomball entries 
accepted Feb. 21-Mar. A 
Men's Women's & Co-Rec 
Volleyball entries accepted 
Feb. 26-Mar. 5 
Women's Innertubc Water 
Polo entries accepted 
Feb. 26-Mar. 6 
By th« last dag cntri«s arc accepted, all 
hand-dilivtred entries are due by 3:OOpm 
In Room 130 of the Perry Field House. If 






Wednesday, February 20 
ai 8 00pm in ihc Perry 
Field House 
Program Information... 
•Skill I.KtlVKvrrUoti: Ikginncf/Mnkuie 
• ro*l   SM)(»tuJenu/iiiefnhtT«);SJ5in.«-«*inhrr* 
■ 1'jlt.. ,|.*nt   I   in:,I     ■ 
• R (fin ratio" Deadline: Wnltvida,. Kchruaf> 20 * 
WANTED 
Applications available 
February 18-March 8 
in the SRC Main Office. 
NuM to *——-h tartMael M Urevuerdkv 4 CMI IPIIIW.MIW! IUMOI 
Call 2-2711 or 2-7482 for more information. 
FITWELL CENTER 
Call 2-9900 or 2-2790 
for more infer ma (ion 




X-on-S Basketball I tuim.imr.nt 
Wlir.n: Sunujij, /A.iti n j 
Where: Perry Field House 
(.oir: $15 per ream 
Sign up .il the SruflV.nl RKC (.enter 
Cat lfu\ 4«**VCVK: 
$20  (*U*X&hti/*Mt*^b&Ut) 
$3S   (ly&tv-tMihA&l*) 
I ult-'.s othcrwiw noted, call 2-27II for 
program Information. 
Help Wanted For Sale For Rent 
SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT-Metro- 
parks of the Toledo Area ate looking 
lor qualified individuals to till a varie- 
ty ot seasonal positions throughout 
the Metroparks. Length of season 
will vary with the position. 
Positions are as lollows: 
SEASONAL PARK SERVICE- 
all parks-$7 55hr 
SEASONAL  PARK  SERVICE/CON- 
CESSION-Pearson Park-$7 55 hr 
DECKHAND   INTERPRETER-Provi- 
dence Park-$8 85hr. 
SEASONAL HISTORICAL MILL IN- 
TERPRETER-Providence Park- 
$8.85 hr. 
TICKET BOOTH-Providence Park- 
$7.80hr 
Applications will be accepted until all 
positions are tilled. Apply at Admin- 
istrative Otltce. Wildwood Metro- 
park. 5100 W Central Ave , Monday 
through Friday. 9:00am to noon and 
2pm to 4:30pm 
Resume required. EOE 
The Ladies of Delta Zeta 
are looking for House Stewards 
to help with dinner and cleanup. 
Call Tiffany 9 4-1546 for more info. 
Waitstalf. Host-Hosless, Kitchen 
help. Flexible hours, excellent pay 
15 minutes Irom campus. Call 
Yoko Japanese Restaurant 419- 
893-2290 and Gourmet ot China 
419-893-9465. 
Want men willing to learn & work on 
wood floors including gym lloors 
Starting when school is out lor the 
summer until the middle ot August 
Work consists ot operating equip- 
ment, including floor butters & lloor 
sanding machines. Also, measuring, 
laying out and painting game lines & 
art work and applying gym lloor fin- 
ish We will thoroughly train you in 
all phases ol the work. 
Job pays $8.00 per hour. You can 
expect between 40-50 hours per 
week. Hours can be flexible. 
Must be punctual and reliable Swill- 
ing to accept responsibility. Please 
contact Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or 
lax resume to 419-385-6483 . 
Wedding gown size 6. unaltered. A- 
line. spaghetti straps, beautitul train 
We eloped, never worn. $350 OBO 
contact Julie 419-352-1232 
For Rent 
"Apts & rms avail., 1. 2, & 3 bdrm. 
Quiet area lor collegiate study, new 
carpet, indiv. lease offered. Located 
300 block E Merry Rm avail now, 
listing loc. 24-7 © 316 E. Merry «3, 
419-353-0325,9-7. 
"Last large house available Very, 
very close to campus. 4 bed. 2 bath. 
Ig. covered porch. & more. Norm 7- 
8 sludts. Loc. 321 E. Merry Call 
419-353-0325 10am-7pm. 
1 lower duplex. 
Vacant now. 
352-5822 
1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
9& 12 month leases 
352-7454 
2 bedroom furnished apt 






89 Acura Integra LS 5dr Power win- 
dows/locks. AM/FM Cassette. Gray 
well-maintained. $2200 OBO 
419-352-9925 
91 Jeep Cherokee Good condition 
160K S25O0OBO 
353-5455.  
•94 Pontiac Sunbird Convertible 
Good condition. $4500 OBO. 
Call 874-0457. 
96 Ford Contour Se 4dr. 5sp.man- 
ual, excellent cond.loaded w/alloy 
wheels Leather, all power.moon 
roof, Red well maint CD/prem. 
sound S5300 OBO. 419-472-7694 
2 Subleasers needed. 
Furnished, 2 bed. 1 bath 
Anne 352-6322. 
2002-03  1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown 
Manor Free heat, water. + sewer 
1 S3 bdrm at 616 2nd St 
Call 419-354-9740 lor more into. 
3   bedroom  house   1/2   blk   from 
BGSU ott-street parking, Avail. May 
10, 125 Crim St. 734-789-8477. 
534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2 
Baths, AC. Avail. May 25 S825/mo 
534 B S College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2. 
Baths.AC. Avail May 25. $825/mo. 
201 Georgia-2 BR House, base- 
ment, washer/dryer. Avail. August 
21  $625/mo. 
128 Manville-4 BR House, 2 Baths 
Avail. August 21  $1,100/mo. 
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex 
Avail May 30 S700/mo 
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail 
May 17 $375/mo. 
217 S. College-3 BR House. Avail. 
May 21. $675/mo. 
233 W.  Merry-Large 4  BR  House 
Avail. Now! S825/mo. 
730 Elm-2 BR House Avail  Aug  1. 
$550/mo. 
734 Elm-Large 2 BR, 2 Bath House 
Avail August 21. $750/mo 
At all properties, tenants pay utilit- 
ies, parental guarantees, security 
deposit equal to one month's rent. 
Rent collected quarterly. Locally 
owned and managed. Please call 
EyeCon Enterprises. Ltd. at (419) 
354-4426 
"2 bdrm, furnished apts. available 
lor rent starting May or August. 704 
Filth St. "2 bdrm, unfurnished apts. 
available August. 710 Seventh St. 
Mature renters only. "1 bdrm, fur- 
nished, grad students. 601 Third. St. 
352-3445 
Apt. 3 bdrms. 
Available now through May 15. 
352-5822. 
Avail for Fall Duplex: 1 bdrm 
$350/mo 4-UIII.& 3bdrm $650* Utils 
or both for $1000/mo.tUtils Near 
campus off-street parking. 
419-352-9925 
Houses & Apts tor 2002-03 school 
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting 
May 18, 2002. 
322 E Court-1bdrm-$395 includ. util 
415 E Court «C-2 Br.-$520-.util 
605 Filth 1C-2 Br.-$400.util 
230N.Enterprise-1 Br.-$365-tutil 
424 1/2 S. Summit-EHic.-$265tutil 
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or 
419-308-2710. 
NEW REMODEL 2 BR, 2 sm rooms 
near Wal-Mart. 10 mins. to campus 
$4507mo INCLUDES ALL. 
Call 419-353-2301. 
Room available in historic house 
Private entrance. No pets. $235 mo 
352-9925 
Subleaser needed ASAP for 1 bed- 
room apartment. $475/mo. Contact 
Kim 419-304-0217 
Subleaser needed immed. Now until 
Aug. 2 bdrm. duplex in BG. Close 





You  are  the  peanut  butter  in 
Reese cup. I love you so much! 
Your one and only. 
Barn-Bam 
my 
Place a Valentine's Personal 
in this space! 
For only $1.05 per line you 
too can wax poetic for all 
the BGSU world to see. 
Proclaim your love In 
public-It's easy! 
Just stop by 204 West Hall. 
(Do It before 2pm, February 
13th or you'll be In 








Win $100 for Spring Break! 
Enter with a package purchase 
Monthly Bed Package 
$30 
THE WASH I lot»: 
248 N. MAIN ST 
354-I559 
10 Bins/2 Booms 
SlH ntSlDK l.UMWOMAT 
993 S. MAIN 
353-8826 
5 Hi J N' I BOOTH 
Serving BG since 1980 




* SAVE $100 for your Sweetie! Offer expires 2-14-02.* 
♦ Individual lease by the bedroom 
♦  Patios or balconies w/ french doors 
♦   Free W/D in every apartment 
♦ Ceiling fans in every bedroom 
♦   Furnished units available 





♦ Community Features ♦ 
Sand volleyball & basketball court 
.    State of  the art 24 hour 
* computer center 
.    Game room with pool table 
24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center 
.    Resort style pool with hot tub 
706 Napoleon 
Bowling Green, OH 
353-5100 
www.suhenclave.com 
Open 7 Days a Week 
SlffiUNGUNMRSITY 
& 





i University I Enclave 70C NifKtooo Ro«d 
Napoleon f 1 
A . 






Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdrms. 
Laundry on site 
Starts at $ 250/mo - 
Cell 353-5600 
Management Inc. 
Hlllidale Apt.. 1082 Fairview 
1 & 2 Bdrms / 3Bdrm Twnh 
Dishwasher/A/C/Garbage Disp 




710 N. Enterprise St 
1 Bdrms/A/C 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts at S410 » Utilities 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Blue House (The Jungle) 
120 MN. Prospect 
2 Bdrms 
Close to Downtown and College 
Starts at $675/Mo+ Utilities 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apts. 
830 Fourth St 
1 BdrmsVAir Condition 
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher 
Starts at $400 + Else & Gas 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http://www.wcnet.org/-mocca/ 
?5/»    *&*i    K^«»W... 
Heft**- i-*A«JB>*r 
*ee*»f nje£ w Bt-i^-ne idi 
STEAK   HOUSJ 
161 SOUTH MAIN ST BOWLIWi GREEN 
